Akkerman, Olly
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Bohra Manuscript Culture, Archive and Secrecy: a Social Codicological Ethnography
The Alawi Bohras, a small but vibrant Muslim Shia community in India that is almost entirely closed to outsiders,
hold a secret Arabic manuscript culture, which is enshrined and preserved in royal archives. Having had unique
access to one of these archives, my presentation unravels the as yet unstudied physical and social aspects of the
Alawi Bohra philological tradition. Through the lens of what I call social codicology, i.e. the conducting of
philological fieldwork and participant observation in the community in Baroda, Gujarat, I intend to discuss the
social role of this archive as a repository of secret texts, and further examine the social lives of its manuscripts.

Akpinar, Mehmetcan
Panel 65: Reconsidering Kharijism in Early Islamic History

Kharijism in Kufa: Accounts on Abū Bakr and ʿAlī according to Ḍirār b. ʿAmr’s (d. ca. 200/815) Kitāb al-Taḥrīsh
2nd/8thcentury thelogian Ḍirār b. ʿAmr’s (d. ca. 200/815) K. al-Taḥrīsh has been recently discovered and published.
The work, which most likely belongs to the 2nd/8th-century Abbasid milieu of Kufa, addresses (the problem of) the
conflicting nature of the historical material on various topics and demonstrates that contradictory traditions
(ḥadīths) are often shaped by sectarian and theological motives, and hence constitute a major problem in terms of
their reliability and utility in religious matters. Undertaking this critique, K. al-Taḥrīsh presents a wealth of historical
traditions which were in circulation in Kufa in the second half the 2 nd/8thcentury, and names several competing
camps such as the Khārijites, Shiʿītes, Murjiʾītes, ʿUthmāniyya etc. who supported their political and theological
formulations with conflicting clusters of historical traditions.
In this paper, I would like to focus on the group of traditions that K. al-Taḥrīsh attributes to the Kufan Khārijite
groups, especially on the merits and rankings of the early companions such as ʿAlī, Abū Bakr, ʿUthmān. In
comparisons between ʿAlī and Abū Bakr with regard to precedence in conversion, for example, we find a tradition
that asserts that ʿAlī was the first person to accept Islam, followed by other traditions according to which the
Prophet made ʿAlī his brother and appointed him as his legatee (waṣī) and his successor over hisumma. Yet, in
another section, the work presents the opposing view, which appears to be defended by the Kufan Khārijites. A
tradition reporting a conversation between al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (Basran, d. 110/728) and the grammarian Abū Bakr
al-Hudhalī (Basran, d. 167/783) about the identity of the first Muslim reveals that ʿAlī’s primacy is rejected on the
basis of his minor age. In this section, other traditions are presented which rather favor Abū Bakr’s precedence in
Islam. As I will show in my paper, a unique account in the now-lost Ibāḍī work K. al-Radd ʿalā al-rawāfiḍ by a Kufan
contemporary of Ḍirār, namely the Ibāḍite scholar ʿAbdallāh b. Yazīd al-Fazārī (d. early 3rd/9th century)
demonstrates the only parallel version of such a tradition preserved in K. al-Taḥrīsh. Drawing on several examples,
the paper will illustrate the contested borders of political and theological polemics of the 2 nd/8thcentury in Kufan
milieus, especially between the Khārijite and Shiʿīte groups.

Aksu, Ibrahim

The Idea of Tashabbuh bi-'llāh (Gaining Similarity to Allah) in Islamic Philosophy and Sufism: A Comparative
Study
The idea that man is created in the form of God has been expressed in different ways in many religious and
philosophical doctrines which take into consideration the value of man and his duties and responsibilities in this
world in connection with the notion of creator God. As a natural consequence of such a thought, a life that being
spent in conformity with God's commands at all points is considered as a recommended ideal life for the human
being. It is said that realizing this aim becomes possible by trying to gain similarity to God in both the
theoretical/intellectual and the practical/bodily activities. Philosophy and mysticism are at the forefront of the
disciplines in which the traces of this understanding in Islamic thought can be seen unambiguously. Both of them
aim at guiding both the intellectual and the practical activities of the human being at different levels and offer their
followers a degree of perfection which can be called becoming similar to God as the goal to be reached. This goal
congruence leaves its place to the difference when it comes to the method which is supposed to be followed. While
philosophy argues for the opinion that the intellectual activity has priority to reach the mentioned target, mysticism
says that achieving it may be possible with some specific practical activities at the final point. The details of the
thought for which we have drawn a general framework and finds its expression in the literature with the terms of
al-Tashabbuh bi-'llah (Gaining similarity to Allah) or al-Takhalluq bi-akhlaq Allah (Assuming the character traits of
Allah) constitutes the topic of this paper. Here, first of all, I discuss the issue separately in the context of philosophy
and mysticism. Then I compare these two disciplines' approaches to the problem and clarify the points they
coincide and diverge. By doing this, I strive to achieve a comprehensive and nuanced picture of the subject. The
primary goal of the paper is to reveal some appearances of the concept of al-Tashabbuh bi-'llah (Gaining Similarity
to Allah) in Islamic thought and by this means to provide a basis for further comparative studies about the idea
which is mentioned to be dealt with by many religious and philosophical doctrines in different ways.

al-Salimi, Abdulrahman
Panel 65: Reconsidering Kharijism in Early Islamic History

A Critique of Terminologies in Early Ibadi Literature
This paper examines terminology used in the early Ibadi epistles written during the 1st–2nd/7th–8th centuries. The
paper will focus mainly on the fourteen texts published recently under the title “Early Ibadi Epistles
(2nd/8thcentury)") Brill, 2017), while also including the Epistle of Salim b. Dhakwan (2002). This approach is
significant in that it attempts to understand how Ibadi scholars, during the period of the formation of Islam (up to
the first half of the 2nd/8thcentury), sought to distinguish themselves from other Islamic groups in introducing their
discourses and their use of terms in the debate.

Alsoufi, Rana
Panel 73: Islamische Normativität im Spannungsverhältnis von Offenbarung und Vernunft

Ibn Hazm's negation of causation in Islamic law and theology
Causation (al-taʿlīl) in Islamic law and theology remains one of the central themes in the discourse on the
relationship between reason and revelation in Islamic scholarship. The rejection of causation in God’s norms ‘‘ibṭāl
al-qawl bi al-ʿilal fī jamīʿ aḥkām al-dīn’’ has been a charachteristic of the Ẓāhirī school of law. Yet one only finds a
systematic analysis of this negation in the writings of the leading Ẓāhirī scholar and jurist Ibn Ḥazm al-Andalusī (d.
456/1064). The vehement attack against the advocates of causation is found in his al-Iḥkām fī uṣūl al-aḥkām. What
arguments does Ibn Ḥazm advance when negating the theory of causation? What is at stake when denying the
entire theroy of causation in law? Was the attack on causation to include the method of qiyās, that is, to reject
qiyās entirely, regardless whether the ratio legis is explicitly mentioned? This paper seeks to shed light on one of
the intricate issues in the history of Islamic scholarship, that is, the limits of reason when interpreting the divine
sources.

Anchassi, Omar
Panel 59: Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Islamicate Societies: Law, Medicine and Literature.

Al-Khaḍkhaḍḍa fī Jald `Umayra: Or, Towards an Intellectual History of Onanism in Islamic Law
This paper takes its title from a lost work attributed to the Cairene oculist and playwright Ibn Dāniyāl (d. 1310 CE),
which translates literally as ‘the Churning on the Flogging of Little `Umar’, both widely used metaphors for onanism
in Islamic legal discourse. This contribution explores onanism and its portrayal in Islamic legal texts (including fiqh,
ḥadīth, tafsīr and poetry where relevant) from the formative (c. 600–1000 CE) to the modern periods, with
particular attention to diachronic change and the construction of notions of ‘appropriate’ expressions of sexuality;
it will be demonstrated that legal discourse gradually came to exclude options seen as viable or licit in early sources.
Drawing on the work of Joseph Massad, this paper will further illustrate how Muslim actors came to internalise
and to reproduce Euro-American forms of sexual propriety in the long nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Asbury, Michael

Sufism as Spiritual Training for Personal Transformation: The Teachings of Azad Rasool in Contemporary Europe
and North America
This study examines the contemporary European and North American reception of a set of Islamic mystical
contemplative practices and concepts of one strand of the Naqshbandi Mujaddidi Sufi order that form a detailed
curriculum that was standardized in 19th century India based on the teachings of the late-medieval Indian Sufi
Aḥmad Sirhindī (d. 1624), which in turn built largely upon the emanationist cosmology of Ibn al-Arabī (d. 1240).
This system was introduced to the West by Azad Rasool (d. 2006) who began his mission to spread these teachings
internationally in the mid-1970s, welcoming spiritual seekers in Delhi as well as travelling to visit his disciples
abroad. These meditative practices form a systematized approach toward traversing the Naqshbandi Mujaddidi
cosmology internally, aiming to achieve an experiential encounter with the divine which is thought to have a
transformative effect on the individual, making them into a highly humane and moral person. Rasool passed his
legacy on to two independent heirs: his own son who founded the Delhi-based School of Sufi Teaching (SOST) and
an American disciple who created the US-based Circle Group. Making use of historiography; multi-sited
ethnography conducted in Germany, the US, and India; and textual analysis, this study seeks to answer the question
of how this system, rooted in the historically socially and politically engaged and firmly orthodox Muslim
Naqshbandi tradition, was presented to, received by and articulated within contemporary Western contexts. It
begins with an overview of the historical origins and development of the major concepts and practices in the
curriculum, followed by Rasools presentation of this system to the West, and ultimately exploring how it is now
disseminated and practiced there by SOST and the Circle Group. In both groups, the curriculum has been
introduced to a well-educated, middle to upper middle class and often originally non-Muslim demographic and in
the process it has, while remaining decidedly Sunni Muslim, been made to define itself /vis-à-vis/ meditative
practices often associated with the New Age Movement as well as with Western philosophy and psychology. These
groups differ in that SOST exists to make this regimen of spiritual training available globally, having branches on
every inhabited continent, many of which the shaykh visits regularly to facilitate the spiritual progress of its
members, whereas most members of the Circle Group reside at the World Community, a shared property in rural
Virginia, and instead of spreading the order, they seek to practically apply the transformation which they feel the
practices have affected in their lives through what they call applied Sufism, most notable in the work of the NGO
founded by their shaykh, Legacy International, which has a variety of global initiatives including peace-building,
conflict resolution and community/regional development.

Basharin, Pavel

The Figure of Azazel in Islamic Tradition
In Islamic tradition Azazel is one name of Satan (Iblīs). Azazel's story has explicitly midrashic character and similar
with the image from the Book of Enoch. This personage is mentioned in connection with Genesis 6:1–4 about the
copulation of the sons of God with the daughters of men. Azazel educated men in war and women in art of makeup
and abortion (1 Enoch 8:1, 9: 6, 10:4–8, 13:1). According to the Apocalypse of Abraham, he turned into a serpent
and tempted Adam and Eve (23:5, 9). Occasionally in this context Azazel is mentioned in rabbinic literature. The
Islamic tradition mixed the figure of Satan with Azazel. According to Muslim exegesis (al-Ṭabarī, Ibn Kathīr, alNawāwī), he was the leader of the heavenly host who rebelled against God and was overthrown. After this fall he
became known as Satan. Some Ḥanābila and Ashʿariyya believed that Azazel was a jinn who was created out from
fire, not from light. If he had been an angel, his action would have been kufr. The jinn like humans are endowed
with free will and may mistake. It was the view of the Ḥanābila: Ibn Shāqīla, Ibn al-Farrā. The famous Sufi al-Shiblī
(d. 945) held the similar views. Taʾrīkh al-Khamīs of al-Diyārbakrī (1574) contains more full story of this personage.
Azazel is one of the jinns who distinguished by his ascetic life and dedicated his life to serving One God. He was
raised from heaven to heaven until reaching the Throne. Over time, he was an intimate of the bearers of the Throne
and deposited the key to paradise. Al-Diyārbakrī uses the allegory of the Sufi path. Azazel's story was very popular
among the Sufis. They used his figure in the popular content of justifying Satan. Al-Ḥallāj (d. 922) in Kitāb al-ṭāwasīn
justifies those Azazel's deeds which have traditionally condemned. He used his name for a mystical interpretation.
The image of Azazel was developed in subsequent Sufi tradition by ʿAbd al-Karīm al-Jīlī (d. ca. 1428). His Kitāb alinsān al-kāmil maintained that Azazel's name is a supreme name of Satan. Azazel was deluded by the material form
of Adam and was sure that if he should prostrate himself before this man, he would prostrate himself before other
than God. He resisted therefore and called Satan because of this deceit (talbīs) in which he fell. In Islamic magical
practices Azazel's name was used equally with the names of Jewish angelology. Unlike Satan, whose image was
developed by Islamic tradition, the figure of Azazel thereby remained midrashic contents and was connected with
the exoteric realm.

Becher-Çelik, Silvana

Konzepte türkischer Muslime im Hinblick auf Verhaltensweisen gegenüber alten Menschen
Thema dieses Vortrags sind Konzepte türkischer Muslime im Hinblick auf das Verhalten gegenüber alten Menschen.
Es wird der Frage nachgegangen, worauf sich die im Rahmen meines empirischen Dissertationsprojektes zum
Thema Altersbilder in der Türkei identifizierten Konzepte stützen und aus welchen Elementen sie bestehen.
Prämisse ist das Vorliegen verhaltensprägender Vorstellungen von Erfordernissen hinsichtlich des Umgangs mit
alten Menschen, die dann wiederum das intergenerationale Zusammenleben, die Kommunikation, Selbst- und
Fremdbild im Alter prägen und so von identitätsbeeinflussender Bedeutung sind. Die Nichterfüllung der
Erwartungshaltung alter Menschen an das Verhalten Jüngerer kann Unverständnis oder Enttäuschung hervorrufen.
Mit den Konzepten verbunden sind aber auch Vorstellungen jüngerer Menschen von Rollen alter Menschen in
Familie und Gesellschaft. Die Einsichten in Denkweise und Handlungsduktus können auch, bzw. zumindest
vergleichend, für das Verständnis des Alter(n)s türkischer Muslime in Deutschland herangezogen werden.
Es wird das Ziel verfolgt, anhand verschiedener Konzepte und ihrer Ausgestaltung eine Skizze des
intergenerationalen Zusammenlebens in der türkischen Gesellschaft anzufertigen. Je nachdem, wie tragbar die
Konzepte sind und bleiben, können *Folgerungen* auf Alter(n) in der Zukunft abgeleitet werden und es kann sich
ggf. das Ergreifen bestimmter Maßnahmen auch seitens der Politik empfehlen.
Die Fragestellungen wurden mittels Grounded-Theory-Methodologie (GTM) bearbeitet.
Im Ergebnis zeigen sich Konzepte, wie:
a) Seniorität, wodurch, je nachdem, klar definierte Rollen(modelle), Status, Hierarchiebenen und klar geregelte
Verhaltensanforderungen impliziert sind. Diese können sich z.B. in Beifügungen zum Namen ausdrücken, die
alters- bzw. statusabhängig sind.
b) Vor allem aus der islamischen Religion (Koran, Hadith) abgeleitete, verbreitete und zum Teil individualreligiös
interpretierte Konzepte prägen das Bewusstsein und beeinflussen Verhaltensweisen. Sie manifestieren sich oft
in kurzen formelhaften Äußerungen.
Hieraus speist sich
c) ein Konzept, das ich als "Konzept der Hochachtung" bezeichne. Es umfasst mehrere Komponenten auf
Gegenseitigkeit beruhender und mit Inhalt zu füllender Verhaltensanforderungen der abstrakt übergeordneten
Kategorie des Respekts.
Hinzu kommt, dass der gesellschaftliche Wandel, auch bedingt durch wirtschaftlichen Aufschwung der Türkei, zu
neuen Facetten des Alters führt.

_____________________
Bundesministerium FSFJ (Hg., 2010): 6. Bericht zur Lage der älteren Generation in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
Rohstock, N. (2014): Altersbilder und Lebenssituationen. Vergleichende Untersuchungen zu Türkinnen und Türken in Deutschland
und in der Türkei.
Şentürk, M./Ceylan, H. (Hg., 2015): İstanbul`da yaşlanmak. İstanbul`un yaşlıların mevcut durumu araştırması.

Bednarkiewicz, Maroussia

The History of the Adhān: A View from the Ḥadīth Literature
Islamic narratives relate that the early Muslim community in Medina developed its own ritual to call the believers
to prayer – al-adhān – under the influence of the Jewish and the Christian communities. Remarkably, all the
available historical evidence broadly aligns with the Islamic narratives, the famous aḥādīth, whose historiographical
relevance is otherwise controversial. Does such alignment lend, then, increased credence to the aḥādīth? In my
work, I set out to show that more information could be extracted from these controversial sources than previously
thought.
Relying on recent methodological development in Ḥadīth studies brought forth by scholars such as Schoeler 1,
Görke2, Sadeghi3 and Haider4, I have been able to reconstruct the potential common structure which underlies the
aḥādīth regarding the beginning of the adhān. This structure I have called the proto-narrative. About thirty aḥādīth
build on the proto-narrative different stories, variously intertwining historical facts with oneiric traditions,
disguised political statements or religious claims.
A close reading of these aḥādīth and their chains of transmission reveals how dozens of transmitters and collectors
used this proto-narrative to promote religious, political and potentially also personal agendas. These different goals
were reached through modifications, additions or emphases. Given that my sources come from many different
canonical and non-canonical collections, I also identify transmission processes characteristic of certain narrators or
collectors. I proceeded to a systematic analysis using network visualisation tools to produce data-dense graphs of
relations, locations and times. My results contribute to a better understanding of the birth of the Islamic call to
prayer at the time of the Prophet and its cultural implications for the following decades. They also shed light on
the mechanisms used in aḥādīth to promote different viewpoints. Ultimately, my research, which had started on
the history of the adhān, has since yielded a wide range of results, from early Islamic history to Ḥadīth narratology,
and from knowledge transmission to cultural history.

1
2
3
4

Schoeler, The Biography of Muhammed: Nature and Authenticity. Routledge, 2011.
Görke/Schoeler, Die ältesten Berichte über Das Leben Muḥammads: Das Korpus 'Urwa Ibn Az-Zubair. Princeton, 2008.
Sadeghi, The Travelling Tradition Test: A Method for Dating Traditions. Der Islam 85, 2010, 203–242.
Haider, The Geography of the Isnād: Possibilities for the Reconstruction of Local Ritual Practice in the 2nd/8th Century. Der
Islam 90, 2013, 306–346.

Bernheimer, Teresa
Panel 65: Reconsidering Kharijism in Early Islamic History

'Kharijism' and 'the Kharijites': The Case of Early Islamic Iran
The broad geographical area of Iran witnessed an astounding number of uprisings in the decades and centuries
following the Arab conquests. The form which these revolts took was as manifold as their number, yet many are
described in the sources as being led by 'Kharijites’. Analysizing both the textual and material evidence, this talk
will seek to question the nature of these uprisings — and what it was that they held in common. The starting point
is the revolt of one Qatari b. al-Fuja’a, an Arab from the tribe of Tamim, who in the late 60s and 70s hijri established
himself as caliph in South-Western Iran. Extraordinarily, there are a number of coin issues extant which attest to
Qatari’s authority in the areas of Fars and Kirman (69/688–89 – 77/696–97). Carrying the famous Kharijite slogan
la hukma illa lillah (There is no judgement but God’s), these coins include inscriptions in both Middle Persian and
Arabic and lead us to question the context and content of Kharijite revolts: 1) Their audience and support: the
sources give the impression that the main following was of Arab background, but the coins seem to be clearly
addressed at a local Iranian audience and economy; 2) the claim to authority of the Kharijite leaders: in addition
the address amir al-mu’minin, there are also a number of Iranian titles and honorifics attested for Qatari (and other
Kharijite rebels), such as dihqan or buzurgwari; 3) the context—both Late Antique and Iranian—of the Kharijite
main slogan, la hukma illa lillah, which is usually understood to refer to the quarrels of the First Civil War. Thus,
the paper aims to reconsider the history and historiography of early Kharijite movements by examining what
'Kharijism’ and 'the Kharijites’ were in early Islamic Iran.

Bhalloo, Zahir
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Construction and management of identity among the Lawatiya Shiʿa of Oman
The Lawatiya Shiʿa are one of the most powerful socioeconomic minority groups in the Sultanate of Oman today
(Valeri 2010). In this paper, we study an Arabic text attributed to Jawad al-Khaburi (Khaburi 2001) which presents
an account of the origins of the Lawatiya. Jawad al-Khaburi distinguishes the Lawatiya from the South Asian Khojah
followers of the Aga Khan by associating the genealogy of the Lawatiya with the Arab Fatimid Ismaʻili state of Banu
Sama b. Luʼayy in Multan (9th–10th centuries). We demonstrate that a study of the biography of Jawad al-Khaburi
(1912–1984) known in Bombay and Karachi as Jawad al-Masqati (Jawad Muscati) can probably explain his unique
construction of the ethnic and religious identity of the Lawatiya.

Bockholt, Philip
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Wes Brot ich ess: Ḫvāndamīrs Geschichtswerk Ḥabīb al-siyar (verf. 930/1524) als Beitrag zur Schiitisierung im
frühen Safavidenreich
Bis auf ein einziges Buch hätten den Anhängern Schah Ismāʿīls I. (reg. 906–30/1501–24) bei dessen
Machtergreifung im nordwestiranischen Täbris keinerlei zwölferschiitische Traditionswerke zur Verfügung
gestanden, um die von ihnen propagierte Ausrichtung des Islams im Iran voranzutreiben, heißt es im Aḥsan attavārīḫ (verf. 985/1578) des Historikers Ḥasan Beg Rūmlu. In der Forschung ist der Prozess der von Ismāʿīl
begonnenen forcierten Schiitisierung Irans unter den Safaviden auch aufgrund von Aussagen wie dieser kontrovers
diskutiert worden, wobei vor allem auf die Rolle von schiitischen Gelehrten aus der arabischen Welt, etwa dem
Ǧabal ʿĀmil im Libanon, verwiesen wurde, die in späteren Jahren im Iran für eine Verbreitung der Schia sorgten.
Dass für die Propagierung der Schia und die Legitimierung der herrschenden Dynastie, die sich auf den siebten
Imam Mūsā al-Kāẓim zurückführte, auch Geschichtswerke eine wichtige Rolle spielten, in denen schiitische
Elemente hervorgehoben (oder, wie im Falle des Ṣafvat aṣ-ṣafā, der Biografie des Stammvaters der Dynastie,
hineingeschrieben) wurden, ist bekannt. Bisher unbekannt blieb, dass bereits mit dem frühesten unter den
Safaviden vollendeten Geschichtswerk, der im Herat der 1520er Jahre verfassten Weltgeschichte Ḥabīb as-siyar
(dt. Liebling der Lebensläufe)des Historikers Ġiyās ad-Dīn Muḥammad genannt Ḫvāndamīr (gest. 942/1535–6), der
unter den Dynastien der Timuriden, Safaviden und Moguln tätig war, eine Chronik vorlag, die eindeutig nach der
schiitischen Tradition der islamischen Heilsgeschichte ausgerichtet war. Aufbauend auf intensiven
Handschriftenstudien des Werkes in Europa, der Türkei, Zentralasien, Iran und Indien werden im Vortrag die
frühesten Textzeugen des Ḥabīb as-siyar anhand von ausgewählten Beispielen analysiert und die darin enthaltenen
verschiedenen Autorenredaktionen historisch kontextualisiert. Hierbei wird deutlich, wie stark die einzelnen
Redaktionen des Werkes, das Ḫvāndamīr zunächst im safavidischen Herat fertiggestellt hatte, jedoch einige Jahre
später, als er den safavidischen Machtbereich verlassen und sich an den Mogulhof Bāburs begeben hatte, stark
umschrieb, voneinander abweichen. Ein besonderes Augenmerk der Untersuchung liegt hierbei auf der Stellung
ʿAlī b. Abī Ṭālibs in der Darstellung der frühen islamischen Geschichte. Dieser Ansatz versteht sich, die
Forschungsdiskussion um die Anfänge der Schia im Safavidenreich aufgreifend, als Beitrag zu der Frage, wie bereits
unter Schah Ismāʿīl Elemente aus der schiitischen Tradition im maßgeblichen Geschichtswerk seiner Zeit
aufgegriffen und für die Dynastie nutzbar gemacht wurden, und beleuchtet daneben auch die Möglichkeiten eines
der bedeutendsten Historikers in persischer Sprache, für wechselnde Patrone Geschichte äußerst unterschiedlich
darzustellen.

Bruckmayr, Philipp
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

The ambiguous saint: Imam San and the recent history of Cambodian Islam
Imam San, who flourished in the second half of the 19th century, has been an ambiguous figure. As Cambodia’s
most famous Sufi saint, his shrine is not located in any Muslim settlement but in the vicinity of the burial places of
several Khmer kings near the old capital of Oudong. By the second half of the 20th century, he was remembered
both as a Malay scholar settling in Cambodia as well as a refugee from Champa in present-day Vietnam, thereby
reflecting contrasting orientations within Cambodia’s Muslim community towards either the wider Malay World
or an ancestral homeland in Champa, and their respective Islamic traditions. By the 1990s both orientations had
received state recognition as distinct Islamic congregations. In the process, the so-called Kan Imam San
(Community of Imam San), the champions of Imam San and his image as a specifically Cham figure, have been able
to monopolize the legacy of this formerly ambiguous saint. This development rested on a combination of interrelated historical and contemporary factors. Firstly, shrines, saints and the form of religiosity associated with them
have witnessed a general prolonged process of devaluation among the Cambodian Muslim mainstream since the
mid-20th century. More specifically, the mass killings under Khmer Rouges rule, which had disproportionally
targeted Muslim religious leaders and officiants, and the subsequent youth bulge have served to largely sever
Cambodian Islam from its pre-1970 past, thus paving the way for new religious movements such as Tablighism and
Salafism. Whereas Imam San and his shrine have lost their relevance for the majority of Cambodian Muslims now
relying on other pre- as well as post-Khmer Rouges forms of trans-local religious association, the rural communities
forming the nucleus of the Kan Imam San, which have historically been most closely connected to his persona,
have deployed Imam San – alongside a number of other ritual and cultural particularities – as a tool for identity
formation. Finally, the presentation of Imam San as a historical figure personifying amicable relations between
Khmer Buddhists and Cham Muslims, has proven effective in garnering government support. Whereas the coexistence of two distinct Muslim communities in Cambodia is a clear indication of the persistence and affirmation
of Muslim diversity in the local context, the story of Imam San and the community heralding him as their eponym
is also one of rigidity. Thus, the Kan Imam San have effectively sought to extricate any obvious traces of Malay
influence from their Islamic traditions to defend their self-representation as guardians of a purely Cham Islam.

Dahncke, Monika

Die Petschaft des Chwarezm-Schah | The Signet of the Khvarezm-Shah
Seit einigen Jahren befindet sich in der Bumiller-Collection Frühislamischer Kunst ein Siegel mit einer arabischen
Inschrift, die ich im September 2016 entzifferte und Muhammad II. ibn Tekisch zuordnen konnte. Da er von 1200
bis 1220 A.D. regierte, ist die Petschaft in diesen Zeitraum zu datieren. Es sind keine weiteren Petschaften aus
vormongolischer Zeit von einem Sultanat auf ehemaligem Reichsgebiet der Sasaniden bekannt, weshalb mit
diesem Fund ein neues Kapitel islamischen Kanzleiwesens eröffnet ist.
Since some years there is a seal in the Bumiller-Collection of Early Islamic Art in the Bamberg Universitiy Museum
with an Arabic Inscription which I deciphered in September 2016. I could attribute it to Muahammad II. ibn Tekish.
As he ruled from 1200 to 1220 A.D. the signet has to be dated within these years. This is the first known signet
from a Sultanat within the borders of the former Sasanian Empire in pre-mongolian times.

Dehghani Farsani, Yoones

The Futūḥ al-Shām Ascribed to al-Wāqidī (207/822): Questions of Authorship and Development
The book Futūḥ al-Shām which is conventionally ascribed to al-Wāqidī (207/822), was the first work on the history
of Muslims, which was introduced in Europe in 18th Century by the British scholar Simon Ockley (1678–1720). The
narrative of this book, although perceived in all major European academic centres, it lost gradually its significance
after the introduction of some of the authoritative Muslim historiographies to the scholarship, such as the Annales
of al-Ṭabarī, mostly due to the divergence of the narrative of these works on the Muslim conquests to that of the
Futūḥ al-Shām ascribed to al-Wāqidī.
In my research I tried to firstly analyse the structure and the content of this work, and secondly to compare it in
case of some anecdotes with two other recognized narratives on the conquest of Syria, namely with the Futūḥ alShām of al-Azdī (d. ca. 185/797) as well as with the Futūḥ al-Shām of Ibn Aʿtham al-Kūfī (d. in first quarter of the
10th century), in order to shed some light on the similarities and dissimilarities of this work with sources, which
are being applied in writing the history of Muslim conquests. Moreover, I compared several relevant places of the
Futūḥ al-Shām ascribed to al-Wāqidī with a corpus of al-Wāqidīs materials on the conquest of Syria, to be found in
later sources. Next to the three editions of this book, which have been conducted so far, I consulted in my research
two manuscripts of this work as well, one of which is the oldest known manuscript of this work.
I was able in my study to accumulate several indices, which lead me towards proposing the thesis, that the Futūḥ
al-Shām ascribed to al-Wāqidī is a redaction of the real Futūḥ al-Shām of al-Wāqidī. It seems that this redaction
has been developed probably between 11th and 13th centuries somewhere in central regions of the Islamic world
(Iraq, Syria, and Egypt). It appears that this redaction is an abridged version of the Futūḥ al-Shām of al-Wāqidī is
book, which also partly updates and―through the application of literary forms―partly dramatizes some anecdotes
of the book of al-Wāqidī. I am going to present in my talk my arguments and some of the indices, which support
my thesis regarding this work.

Dekkiche, Malika
Panel 7: A ruler of character? The personality of rulers as a factor in 15th Century Aq- and Qaraqoyunlu Turkmen
court ceremonial

An ambitious ruler: Qara Qoyunlu embassies to Mamluk court in Cairo in the mid-15th century.
The death of the Timurid ruler Shāh Rukh (d. 850/1447) inaugurates the awakening of the Qara Qoyunlu dynasty.
Loyal client for more than a decade, Jahānshāh (r. 837–872/1434–1467) was able to take advantage of the
succession troubles within the Timurid family, not only to establish himself as independent ruler, but also to take
back a territory that had originally belonged to his father. Jahānshāh's ambitions was soon to put him in contact
with the Mamluk sultans of Cairo. Mamluk sources have recorded the exchanges of embassies that took place
between the two realms from 855/1451 until 861/1456. We possess for this period not only the description of the
reception of the Qara Qoyunlu missions in Cairo (in the chronicles), but also a number a letters kept in copies in
munshāʾāt and chronicles.
This paper aims to study the personalities of Jahānshāh and his son Pīr Būdāq through their diplomatic contacts
with the Mamluk sultans of Cairo. The analysis is twofold: first, I will look at the way the Qara Qoyunlu built up a
specific imagery for an external audience. Secondly, I will focus on how the Mamluk sultans perceived and received
Qara Qoyunlu's pretensions. I intend to do so through the analysis of different levels of communication: symbolic
(i.e., letters' form and receptions) and literal (letters' contents).

Ebert, Hans-Georg

Die Kodifikationen von Muḥammad Qadrī Pāšā (gest. 1886) und ihr Einfluss auf die moderne arabische
Rechtsentwicklung
Der ägyptische Jurist Muḥammad Qadrī Pāšā gilt als der herausragende arabische Jurist, der Ende des 19. Jh. die
bis dahin nur in klassischen Rechtswerken und in Fatwā-Sammlungen enthaltenen Normen verschiedener
Rechtsgebiete in Kodifikationen zusammengefasst und systematisiert hat. Zweifellos hat die osmanische Mecelle
(1869–1876) diesen Weg vorgezeichnet. Im Einzelnen handelt es sich um eine Kodifikation des Familien- und
Erbrechts, eine Kodifikation des Vermögensprivatrechts und eine solche des Rechts der Religiösen Stiftungen.
Letztere enthält auch einen umfangreichen Abschnitt zum islamischen Verfahrensrecht. Zwar basieren alle drei
Kodifikationen auf dem ḥanafitischen Recht, insbesondere auf den Werken von Ibn ᶜĀbidīn (gest. 1836), jedoch
werden gewohnheitsrechtliche Bestimmungen berücksichtigt und unterschiedliche Auffassungen innerhalb der
Rechtsschule ausgewertet.
Die drei genannten Kompilationen beziehen sich aufeinander, ohne dass direkte Verweise vermittelt werden.
Formal orientieren sie sich an französischen Rechtstexten, die in der zweiten Hälfte des 19. Jh. in Ägypten
Verbreitung gefunden haben, allerdings vor allem in den Bereichen mit Auslandsbezug. Der Autor hat die
französischen Texte jedoch in ihrer ursprünglichen Form zur Kenntnis genommen.
Für die moderne Rechtsentwicklung der arabischen Länder haben die Kodifikationen eine zweifache Wirkung
entfaltet: Zum einen widerspiegeln sich in den Gesetzen und Verordnungen selbst solche Regelungen, die
Muḥammad Qadrī Pāšā herausgearbeitet hat, und verweisen insofern auf ihre islamisch-rechtlichen Wurzeln, zum
anderen werden sie zur Auslegung von Rechtsnormen oder zur Ausfüllung von rechtlichen Lücken, so etwa im
Erbrecht, herangezogen. Dabei sind die einzelnen Rechtsgebiete nicht gleichermaßen, sondern in Abhängigkeit von
der gesellschaftlichen Bedeutung islamisch-rechtlicher Vorschriften betroffen. Über Ägypten haben diese Texte
dann vor allem seit den 40er und 50er Jahren des 20. Jh. eine große Verbreitung in der arabischen Welt (und z.T.
darüber hinaus) gefunden und eine bis heute auch von den arabischen Ländern selbst unterschätzte
Rechtseinheitlichkeit hervorgebracht.

Edres, Nijmi
Panel 59: Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Islamicate Societies: Law, Medicine and Literature.

Palestinian Muslims in Israel: the Debate on Gender, Normative Sexuality and Religious Morality
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict and its ongoing consequences as for the multi-faced discrimination of the Muslim
Palestinian citizens inside the country make the theory of intersectionality especially appropriate for exploring
Palestinian Queers way to debate sexuality. Indeed, problematizing the debate shaped by Palestinian queers in the
light of the “matrix of domination” allows us to place them at the center of the discourse in order to understand
where they sit within the matrix and how they creatively take action. Intersectionality theory usually deals with
“intersecting oppressions” as well as with “intersecting alliances”. It is interested in the building of alliances across
ethnic groups, genders, social classes and in recognizing the possibility for intersectional identities and
intersectional oppression to lead to unexpected avenues for agency. Yet, this is not the case of Israel, where
difficulties for “intersecting alliances” to take place between members of the Israeli Palestinian Muslim LGBTQ
community and the Israeli Jewish one are evident. Starting from this matter of fact, the chapter describes the
current debate on religious normativity and sexuality inside the Israeli-Palestinian community and some of the
forces that shape it.

Eich, Thomas

Concepts of the ensoulment of the unborn in early Islamic texts
In contemporary discussions relating to the unborn Islamic scholars commonly compute the time of ensoulment
at the 120th day of pregnancy. Pivotal in this calculation is a hadith transmitted on the authority of Ibn Masud
which mentions the ensoulment of the unborn. This hadith is understood to explain the passage "then we made it
into another creation" in Q 23:14, which is nowadays commonly equated with ensoulment.
In my presentation I will first analyze the exegesis of Q 23:14 – especially in the first centuries of Islamic history,
but also beyond. Then I will scrutinize the development of the variants of the Ibn Masud-hadith. Against this
background I argue that the linkage between the two cannot be considered the origin of the idea that Q 23:14
refers to ensoulment. Rather the differentiated landscape of ensoulment theories in late antiquity should be taken
as a background: the soul was either understood to enter the unborn at conception or during / immediately after
birth. There was also a noticeable spread of the idea of consecutive ensoulment during pregnancy before the 7th
century. Read against this background the particular development of the Ibn Masud-hadith as well as the exegesis
of Q 23:14 during the first centuries hijra can be understood as a lively debate situating itself in this intellectual
landscape. This debate is far from monolithic and sometimes well aware of subtle nuances within the respective
ensoulment theories, which were eventually glossed over by other exegetical material of probably later origin.

El-Bouhamouchi, Hafssa
Panel 23: Shari'a Matters?! Theories and Practices of Islamic Norms in the West

Between Institutionalization and Pragmatism. The European Council for Fatwa and Research ́s Role in the
Interpretation and Application of Islamic Norms in Germany
In the academic discussion of sharia and its normative implications for Muslims in today's world, and especially in
Germany, two dimensions are barely taken into account: first, the process of institutionalizing Islamic norms in
Europe and the organizations taking part in this process, and second, the group of recipients who apply these
norms or repudiate them.
This paper seeks to address this research gap by focusing on the European Council for Fatwa and Research (ECFR)
and its impact in Germany by examining the opinions of imams in Germany on the institutionalization of Islamic
norms. The first attempt to organize and institutionalize sharia norms in accordance with the living conditions in
Western Europe was made by the ECFR. Founded in London in 1997, the ECFR plays an important role in the field
of Islamic jurisdiction in Europe and in the development of "minority fiqh" (fiqh al-aqalliyyāt). The council, that
presents itself as a religious authority for Muslims in Europe, runs a website where everyone is able to ask for a
legal opinion (fatwa pl. fatāwa) on daily life questions that are discussed at the ECFRs annual meetings.
This paper looks at the role imams in Germany play in the ECFR's attempt to institutionalize Islamic norms in Europe
and how far they communicate and apply the council's decisions. So far, imams in Germany mostly appear in public
and academic discourse as protagonists in the field of integration and anti-radicalization projects. Their role as
religious leaders and transmitters of sharia norms is hardly taken into account. This paper argues that imams in
Germany are not equipped with comprehensive theological knowledge which would allow them to contribute to
processes of institutionalization and help shaping them according to the needs of German Muslims. Instead, they
find pragmatic ways to solve problems and hence focus mostly on the matters of their communities only.

Elsässer, Sebastian
Panel 59: Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Islamicate Societies: Law, Medicine and Literature.

The Ethics of Marriage and Sexuality in Muslim Brotherhood discourse: from themiḥnaphase to theṣaḥwaphase
A comparative survey of publications about love, marriage and sexuality circulating in the Arab Muslim
Brotherhood (Ikhwan) milieu reveals an interesting shift. While the older part of the available literature (roughly
from the 1960s to the 1980s) is highly doctrinaire and conveys a stern message of duty and dedication, more recent
publications are more understanding of human weaknesses and petty needs and recognize the values of happiness
and self-fulfilment as central to an Islamic ethics of love and marriage. My hypothesis is that this phenomenon is a
symptom of the transition of the Ikhwani movement from the miḥna phase in which it was threatened by political
persecution and social marginalization to the ṣaḥwa phase, during which political shifts and the rise of Islamic
revivalism allowed it to spread within Arab societies.
The miḥna phase coincided with the rise of post-colonial military regimes and Arab Nationalism and lasted roughly
from the early 1950s to the early 1970s. Not all Arab governments persecuted the Muslim Brothers as vigorously
as the Nasser regime in Egypt and the Baathist regimes in Syria and Iraq, but almost everywhere, the Ikhwan were
on the ideological and cultural defensive against nationalists and leftists. Forced to act clandestinely and under
constant threat of persecution, the Ikhwani generation active in this period gravitated towards a “Leninist”
organizational philosophy, which celebrated hierarchy, discipline, obedience and sacrifice.
The ṣaḥwa phase started in the 1970s; with abating repression and the increasing social prestige of Islamism, the
Muslim Brotherhood saw a continuous influx of new members and sympathizers. Its self-image shifted: Rather
than as a separate counter-society, it came to perceive itself as a movement within contemporary society,
dedicated to spreading the Islamic way of life by preaching and good example. To many Ikhwan, personal success
and the “good life” became more important than struggle for the big “Islamic solution” on the political level.
The result of this development has been increasing diversification within the movement. “Islam is the Solution”
remains the bridging ideological slogan, but it is understood in different ways. For the adherents of the mihna
school, the hierarchical organization of the Muslim Brotherhood remains the ultimate framework within which
Islamic commitment has to be lived; individuals are expected to subordinate their private lives completely to the
activist goals of the organization. The adherents of the sahwa school have a broader, more relaxed understanding
of the “Islamic solution”. They look upon it as a way of life that spreads within modern society and finds pragmatic
Islamic solutions to everyday problems. While the first approach completely rejects the ethical value of the pursuit
of private happiness and stresses the importance of discipline and sacrifice, the second approach foregrounds the
idea than an Islamic lifestyle also offers this-worldly pleasures through love and sexuality.

Erlwein, Hannah

'I am God; there is no god but Me, so worship Me': the problem of causality in Rāzī's arguments for God's sole
worthiness of worship
Among the major issues the great Ashʿarite theologian Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606/1210) is concerned with in his
Quranic commentary, the al-Tafsīr al-kabīr, is the defense of the all-important Islamic dogma of God's sole
worthiness of worship. His commentary on certain Qur'anic verses reveals that Rāzīs main argument rests on the
claim that God alone created, and continues to create, the world, and the denial of any share in God's creative
activity to other entities. This argument seems to imply that, for Rāzī, a close link exists between the defense of
this crucial dogma and an occasionalist view of the world. However, in commenting on other Qur'anic verses, Rāzī
takes a different stance and in fact affirms causality outside God, thus seemingly invalidating his own argument
that God is worthy of worship because of His unique attribute of being creator.
This paper intends to outline the arguments Rāzī presents in his Tafsīr for God's sole worthiness of worship, and to
investigate how they relate to the question of causality. It then examines how, or indeed whether, Rāzī himself
attempts to reconcile the two seemingly contradictory positions of an occasionalist cosmology and one that affirms
secondary causes vis-à-vis the defense of the dogma in question.

Faridzadeh, Ghazaleh
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Mīrzā Nāʾīnī (1860–1936) und die Restaurierung des schiitischen Freiheitsverständnisses
Die Freiheitsbewegung des iranischen Volkes um die Wende des 20. Jh.s geriet in der Nachrevolutionsphase in
einer Krisensituation. Sogar den Intellektuellen, welche die Konstitutionelle Bewegung weitestgehend geleitet
haben, fiel es nicht einfach, die mašrūṭīyat in ihrer schwierigen Legitimationskrise theoretisch haltbar vertreten zu
können. Parallel zum theoretischen Denken der Reformisten wurde die Debatte um Tradition und Moderne auch
auf ein anderes Feld weitergeführt, nämlich auf die Ebene der religiös-rechtlichen Gedankenwelt. Es entwickelten
sich zwei Fronten unter den sog. ʿulamāʾ, die sich an diesem Diskurs beteiligten und das Wort ergriffen. Die
Verwerfung oder Befürwortung des Verfassungsstaates wurde daher nicht nur eine rein politische Angelegenheit,
sie wurde zu einem Konflikt im Basisgedanken des religiös-rechtlichen Verständnisses.
Unter den zahlreichen Schriften, die versuchten, die Legitimität der konstitutionellen Monarchie zu retten, ist
Tanbīh al-umma wa tanzīh al-milla von Nāʾīnī eines der ersten Werke, das mit methodologischen Mitteln und auf
der Basis einer strukturierten Theorie nicht nur die Legitimität des Verfassungsstaates zu begründen versuchte,
sondern auch eine neue These des schiitischen Freiheitsverständnisses und seiner Beziehung zur Gleichheit und
Selbstbestimmung des Menschen lieferte. Ob und wie es Nāʾīnī gelang, das schiitische Denken in diesem Gebiet zu
bereichern, ist Gegenstand dieses Aufsatzes.
Es ließ sich festhalten, dass Nāʾīnī – nicht zuletzt anhand der eingeführten Grundbegriffe des neuzeitlichen Denkens
– eine Restaurierung im klassischen Denksystem vorzunehmen versuchte, um auf dessen Basis die Grundlagen
eines neuen Freiheitsbegriffs zu rechtfertigen. Indem er v. a. den von den Aḫbārīden zurückgetriebenen
Vernunftbegriff wieder aufleben ließ, gelang es ihm, beide Funktionen des schiitischen Vernunftbegriffs erneut zu
rekonstruieren: die Vernunft sollte einmal unter Anlehnung an den Wortlaut der Offenbarungstexte zur
Erweiterung bestehender Rechtsnormen herangezogen werden (rational-abhängige Beweise); zum anderen aber
sollte der Gebrauch der Vernunft als ein von den Offenbarungsbeweisen unabhängiger Beweis zur
Gesetzeserkenntnis führen. Die normative Kraft des unabhängigen rationalen Beweises in den schiitischen uṣūl alfiqh-Theorien, hatte das Potenzial, juristische Erkenntnisse unabhängig von Offenbarungstexten zu liefern, und
führte zu der allgemeinen Aussage: Alles, was die Vernunft gebietet, gebietet auch die Scharia. Solche Auffassungen
hatten unmittelbare Folgen auf die Bekräftigung des modernen Verständnisses von Freiheit, Gleichheit und
Selbstbestimmung der Person. Genau daran setzt Nāʾīnī an und versucht, die modernen Verfassungsideen und einrichtungen als Unabhängigkeiten der Vernunft, also als rational und folglich als Scharia-konform zu
interpretieren.

Fischbach, Rahel
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

Unity in Diversity – Ambiguity in modern Qur'an Hermeneutics
Recently, Thomas Bauer and Shahab Ahmad proposed that modern societies are characterized by their hostility
towards ambiguity when compared to pre-modern societies. While the striving for clarity is undeniably a marker
of modern Muslim discourse, academic scholarship has often helped to distort a more multifarious image of
modern Islam by focusing on the political enforcement of univocality that must be understood as an immediate
effect of the modern nation state. My paper presents convincing counter-voices to the allegedly dominant
“discourse of univocality,” focusing on discussions over Qur'ān hermeneutics. Based on examples from Lebanon
and Egypt, I demonstrate that multivalency and its acceptance are still dynamic elements in modern Muslim
debates over the Qur'ān. Choosing thinkers from what can be called, for the sake of convenience, the traditional,
secular, Islamist, and pluralist milieu provides a complex picture of formulating modern Qur'ān hermeneutics that
is both normative and open to different interpretations and epistemologies. A great challenge for modern Qur'ān
hermeneutics is the (invasive) concept of secular history. As I will demonstrate, however, several scholars address
secular hermeneutics as conducive (even if disruptive) to the greater endeavor of maintaining a dynamic
conversation about qur'ānic meaning and Islam.

Fuchs, Simon Wolfgang
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

The Blind Leading the Blind? Multivocality, Certainty, and the Impact of Sufism on the Regime of taqlīd
Conceptually, Islamic law and Sufism are usually studied as separate domains that cluster around discrete texts,
structures of authority, and bodily practices. Yet, modernist and Salafi authors in the early 20 th century perceived
an intimate connection between these two pillars of Sunni Islam. The Syrian ʿAbd al-Ḥamīd al-Zahrāwī (d. 1916),
for example, in his work Jurisprudence and Sufism attacked both the system of taqlīd prevailing in the Islamic
schools of law (madhāhib) as well as the lived reality of mysticism as irrational and destructive for society. With
this critique, al-Zahrāwī can be seen as part of a broader trend that aimed at eliminating ambiguous discourses
above and beyond the sharīʿa and doing away with the restricted system of parallel rulings and truth claims as
enshrined in madhhab pluralism. Even when new institutions such as the Islamic University of Medina, established
in 1961, committed themselves to teaching comparative fiqh, the goal ultimately was to discover the most sound
and preponderant opinion (tarjīḥ) among the schools.
In light of these developments, this paper attempts to explore how we can think productively of the mutually
dependent relationship between conceptions of religious authority in the fields of Islamic law and Sufism. In
particular, I investigate how prominent “traditionalist” ʿulamāʾ such as the Cairo-based Turkish scholar Muḥammad
Zāhid b. Ḥasan al-Kawtharī (d. 1951), the Syrian Muḥammad Saʿīd Ramaḍān al-Būṭī (d. 2013), and the Pakistani
Muḥammad Taqī Usmānī (b. 1943) have justified the validity of knowledge produced by the established
epistemological tools of the four Sunni madhāhib. Responding to the challenges leveled, these scholars doubled
down in particular on taqlīd as a suitable instrument for ordinary Muslims to reach sufficient religio-legal certainty
in the modern era. A major motivation for this upholding of diverging standards of complexity as far as the religious
knowledge of ʿulamāʾ and laymen is concerned can be located, I argue, in the scholars’ deep grounding in Sufism.
Such a proclivity manifested itself, for example in al-Būṭī’s commentary on the aphorisms of the Shādhilī Sufi master
Ibn ʿAṭāʾ Allāh al-Sikandārī (d. 1309), published in 2000. Consequently, the thinking of the three ʿulamāʾ under
discussion displays clear affinities for hierarchies of truths and their related ambiguities. These even spill out of the
fields of mysticism proper and inform their conception of Islamic law in general and taqlīd in particular.

Fuchs, Simon Wolfgang
Panel 52: (Trans-) Regionalising Shia Islam

Twisting Najaf, Flipping Qum: Shi‘i Islam and the Experience of the Transnational in Pakistan
My paper draws on extensive archival research, unstudied sources in Urdu, Arabic, and Persian, and interviews
conducted in Pakistan, India, Iran, Iraq, and the UK. I suggest to resituate Shīʿī Islam of modern and contemporary
South Asia within a wider transnational Islamic sphere. In particular, I take issues with established narratives that
portray Pakistan as a Shīʿī periphery, which either wholeheartedly adopted (and still adopts) ideas and concepts
emerging from the “centers” of Shīʿī learning in Iran and Iraq or that most of all rejected and challenged such
transnational flows. Instead, I show how Shīʿī ʿulamāʾ, popular preachers, and intellectuals since the late colonial
period have navigated the complicated relationship of distance and closeness with the Middle East, which
manifests itself in education, dissemination of knowledge, and religious tourism. In their role as brokers and
translators from Arabic and Persian into Urdu, both “esoteric” traditionalists and “rationalist” reformers have
portrayed themselves as merely following mainstream ideas prevalent in Qum and Najaf. Yet, by displaying creative
agency, Pakistani Shīʿī ʿulamāʾ have inter alia indigenized and reinterpreted the Iranian Revolution and carved out
spaces for exerting crucial local religious authority which claims to spring directly from the exalted positions of
leading Ayatollahs residing beyond South Asia.

Gemeinhardt-Buschhardt, Konstanze

Zwischen ägyptischem Nationalismus, Frauenbewegung und Salafīya – Labība Aḥmad und ihre Zeitschrift anNahḍa an-nisāʾīya (1921–39)
Labība Aḥmad hatte die Vision eines ägyptischen Nationalstaates, dessen Bürger sich auf die eigenen religiösen
Werte stützen und sich zum Wohle ihrer Nation einsetzen. Für sie ging die weibliche Emanzipation einher mit
nationalem Fortschritt. Diese Botschaft entsprach dem Denken vieler Ägypter und verhalf ihr zu Rückhalt bei den
politischen Persönlichkeiten ihrer Zeit. Auf Reisen nach Mekka, Medina und Jerusalem konnte sie ein
internationales Netzwerk von Politikern und religiösen Würdenträgern aufbauen, die ihre publizistischen
Aktivitäten unterstützten. Ab Sommer 1933 ließ sie wöchentlich einen Vortrag über ein religiöses oder
gesellschaftliches Thema aufzeichnen, der vom Königlichen Ägyptischen Radio gesendet wurde. Mit diesen
Vorträgen erreichte sie auch die einfachen Bürger, die weder Lesen noch Schreiben konnten. Wie wichtig Labība
Aḥmad die Nähe zum einfachen Volk war, zeigt ihr Einsatz für die verstoßenen und elternlosen Mädchen, denen
sie sich mit ihrer Vereinigung widmete.
Labība Aḥmads bedeutendste Leistung war ihre Monatszeitschrift an-Nahḍa an-nisāʾīya, in der sie sich in großem
Umfang der Bildung und sozialen Reformen widmete. Aḥmad wählte den Titel für ihre Zeitschrift mit Bedacht. Die
Zeitschrift verkörperte in vielerlei Hinsicht die Ideen der nahḍa, des geistigen Aufbruchs arabischer Intellektueller
des 19. und frühen 20. Jahrhundert. Im Unterschied zu den meisten anderen Zeitschriften jener Zeit war sie jedoch
ausschließlich ein Sprachrohr von islamisch ausgerichteten Denkern. Ihre politische Philosophie spiegelten die
Leitsprüche wider, die auf jedem Titelblatt erschienen: Wenn eure Frauen erwachen, wird euer Vaterland gedeihen
und Männer machen Nationen, Frauen machen Männer. Für Aḥmad stand fest, dass die Emanzipation der Frau
und die nationale Idee Hand in Hand gehen müssen.
In an-Nahḍa an-nisāʾīya erschienen nicht nur Essays von Labība Aḥmad selbst, sondern auch von vielen anderen
Persönlichkeiten der reformislamischen Bewegung wie Muḥammad Farīd Waǧdī (1875–1954), zwischen 1933 und
1952 Chefredakteur der Azharzeitschrift, und ʿĀʾiša ʿAbd ar-Raḥmān (1913–1998), die für ihre Frauenbiografien aus
der islamischen Frühzeit und ihre Koranauslegungen bekannt wurde. Bedeutend für den Erfolg der Zeitschrift war
auch das von Aḥmad geschaffene Netzwerk von Politikern, die das publizistische Unternehmen finanziell
unterstützten. Hierzu gehörten die Könige von Ägypten, Saudi-Arabien und dem Irak sowie verschiedene
Regierungsstellen in Ägypten, Sudan, Irak und Syrien. In der geistigen Erziehung der folgenden Generation, die eine
Transformation vom islamischen Reformdenken hin zu einem islamischen Radikalismus vollzog, spielte Labība
Aḥmad eine wichtige Rolle.1

1

Vgl. Baron, Beth. An Islamic Activist in Interwar Egypt. In: McCarthy, Kathleen D. (Hg.) Women, Philantropy, and Civil Society.
Bloomington / Indianapolis, 2001, S. 225.

Giesel, Christoph
Panel 52: (Trans) Regionalising Shia Islam

Schiitische bzw. alevitische Einflüsse in den Glaubensvorstellungen und Praktiken bei den Sufi-Orden
sunnitischen Ursprungs in Südosteuropa
Fragestellungen
Bei welchen Sufi-Orden des Balkans lassen sich welche schiitisch oder alevitisch markierte Glaubensinhalte und
Praktiken feststellen?
Auf welche historischen und religiösen Ursachen ist die partielle Schiitisierung bzw. Alevisierung der Sufi-Orden
sunnitischen Hintergrunds zurückzuführen?
Handelt es sich bei bestimmten Merkmalen tatsächlich um genuin schiitische Einflüsse?
Wie interpretieren die Angehörigen der betreffenden Orden die scheinbar schiitisch markierten Merkmale im
Kontext der (über-)konfessionell-religiösen Mischstruktur ihrer Bruderschaften?
Handelt es sich hierbei in der Welt der islamischen Mystik um eine südosteuropäische Besonderheit?
Material / Methoden
Die interdisziplinär unter sozialanthropologischen, religions- bzw. islam- und geschichtswissenschaftl.
Gesichtspunkten erfolgte Materialerhebung beruht primär auf empirisch-qualitativ ausgerichtete Feldforschungen
(Einzel-, Gruppen-, Experteninterviews, teilnehmende Beobachtung), die in den Jahren 2012, 2014 und 2016 in
Albanien, Kosovo, Mazedonien, Bulgarien, Griechenland, Bosnien-Herzegowina und der Türkei vom Autor
persönlich durchgeführt wurden. Diese Ergebnisse wurden durch Angaben aus der Fach- und Sachliteratur sowie
aus facettenreichen Medien- und Onlinebeiträgen ergänzt.
Ergebnisse (selektiv)
In der stark sunnitisch geprägten islamischen Sphäre Südosteuropa kommen Elemente der Schia zumeist nur noch
sekundär zum Tragen und stehen fast ausschließlich mit Gruppen islamisch-mystischer Prägung im
Zusammenhang. Das betrifft in erster Linie das ursprünglich aus der Schia hervorgegangene Alevitentum und den
mit diesem eng verbundenen Sufi-Orden der Bektaschi. Auf den Einfluss letzterer, die unter den Osmanen
jahrhundertelang eine wichtige Rolle auf dem Balkan spielten, lässt sich auch die Adaption bestimmter schiitischer
bzw. alevitischer Religionsmerkmale durch die meisten sunnitischen Orden in Südosteuropa zurückführen. Hierbei
handelt es sich um zumeist von Albanern und Roma dominierte, regionale Ableger von Sufi-Orden wie den Kadiri,
Schazeli, Halweti, Rifai u.a., die auch in anderen Teilen der Welt aktiv (dort i.d.R. jedoch kaum in dieser Form mit
der Schia verbunden) sind.
Die schiitischen Merkmale beziehen sich zumeist auf Formen des Ali-Kults. Hierbei stellt sich bei manchen Riten
die Frage, ob es sich ausschließlich um genuin schiitische Religionsmerkmale handelt, da Ali in bestimmter Form
ebenso von den Sunniten verehrt wird und sich fast alle originär sunnitischen Orden des Balkan über eine spirituelle
Kette durch Ali und nicht durch Abu Bakr direkt mit dem Propheten Muhammad verbunden sehen. Zudem wird die
Selbstkasteiung auch außerhalb des Aschura-Fests und dabei nicht als Ritual der Trauer und des Martyriums
sondern einer göttlich-mystisch inspirierten Demonstration der Macht über den eigenen Körper zelebriert.

Gleave, Robert
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

Certainty and Uncertainty in Fulfilling the Law: The Principle of al-barāʾa al-aṣliyya in Contemporary Shī’ī
jurisprudence
In this presentation I will examine contemporary Shī’ī juristic thinking around the principle that when there is no
clear and certain indicator for a rule (ḥukm), one is justified in acting as if there is no rule. This principle is termed
“al-barāʾa al-aṣliyya” (“fundamental freedom” – i.e. from being subject to a rule) and forms one of the rational
“procedural principles” in contemporary Shīʿī jurisprudence. In the last two centuries, Shīʿī jurisprudence has
adopted a set of “procedural principles” (al-uṣūl al-ʿamaliyya) for the derivation of legal rules within the Sharīʿa in
cases where the sources are ambiguous or vague. These “procedural principles” enable the jurist (invariably a man)
to produce a rule for his followers even though he himself is uncertain that the rule he has produced is the “actual”
or “real” rule according to God’s law. The rule he produces is, therefore, an apparent rule (ḥukm ẓāhirī), rather
than the actual rule (al-ḥukm al-wāqiʿī). Given the limitations of the sources of the law (both textual and rational),
al-baraʿa al-aṣliyya has been much debated in contemporary Shīʿī thought. Of particular concern is its potential as
a mechanism for providing assessments in contemporary issues which are novel and unmentioned by the sources:
in the absence of an explicit assessment in the sources, can the jurist presume it to be unregulated by God?
In a conservative tradition such as Shīʿī legal theory, intellectual development is usually made through incremental
advances found in commentaries on standard curriculum texts. In this paper, I will examine the development of
thought around al-baraʾa al-aṣliyya through an examination of commentaries (often in the form of pupil class
notes) on the classic work of legal theory (uṣūl al-fiqh) by al-Ākhūnd al-Khurasānī (d.), Kifāyat al-uṣūl.Thisprincipal
teaching text in the Shīʿī seminaries serves as a prompt forcontemporary Shīʿī legal thinkerstodevelop their own
theories in order to answer major epistemological issues, such as trying to discern when a text should be seen as
ambiguous or whether one canbe certain in one’s fulfillment of God’s law even when one is not certain of what
that law is?
The answers of contemporary Shī’ī jurists to these questions indicate how their ideas of certainty and ambiguity
are not merely nuanced, but developing in response to intellectual advances outside of legal theory.

Goldenbaum, Hans
Panel 10: Moderne Transformationen: Die nahöstliche Sattelzeit | Becoming Modern: Conceptual transformations
in the Middle-Eastern saddle period

Fateful years. Towards a reconstruction of images of the Jew(s) in the Arab public sphere of the 1930s and 1940s
In recent decades, public and scholarly debates about the position of Jewish communities in the Islamicate world
as well as about past and present Muslim, Islamic or Arab anti-Semitism have heated up. Highly politicized, many
can be described as “debates of the deaf” (Webman), putting “counter-myth” against “myth” (Cohen).
At the same time, there is no major study dealing explicitly with the history of anti-Semitism in the Middle East or
images of Jews in the political public sphere in the first half of the 20thcentury, though recent valuable
contributions on Arab-Axis encounters (Gershoni et al) or the history of Jews in modern Iraq and Syria
(Bashkin/Harel) have touched the subject.
The talk aims to present approach and core findings of my recent research on the negotiation of (the) Jew(s) in
journals and newspapers of mandate Syria and Lebanon, in the political public sphere. It can be shown that
different images – as close and familiar, foreign, hostile or “eternal”, and with that as member(s) of a religious,
ethnic or national community – coexist during these formative years, where non-Jewish and Jewish actors alike
were searching for and debating the identity of Arab Jews and their place in society and in a world of nations. In
the colonial setting, the emergence of modern anti-Semitism took place in a complex way: Striving to make sense
of critical societal transformations which had occurred since the last decades of the Ottoman empire – one being
the “emancipation” of minority millets, another Zionism – central actors, more or less educated observers of a
global sphere of “science” and “politics” applied modern, often French, “knowledge” about “the Jew” and its
semantics.

Goyal, Raashid
Panel 65: Reconsidering Kharijism in Early Islamic History

The Piety and Theology of al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī and the Question of Khārijī Influence
Despite extensive study of his life and thought, the renowned Umayyad sage and scholar al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (d.
110/728) remains one of the most enigmatic personalities of the early centuries of Islam. His relationship to his
Khārijī contemporaries and their ideology is particularly shrouded in mystery, with some reports ascribing to him
a manifestly anti-Khārijī position while others suggest he was sympathetic to Khārijī ideas and was influenced by
them in his theology and teaching. The present study will examine both possibilities based on an evaluation of the
narrative material and the texts in which it appears. In pursuit of this line of inquiry, it is hoped that broader themes
in the development of militant piety and asceticism will become discernible, especially the degree to which
Khārijites were influential in shaping the norms of accepted piety. While Khārijites of the period have typically been
portrayed as rigid adherents to their given sects, it may well be the case that many did not subscribe to any distinct
set of dogmas and were cast in much the same mold as al-Ḥasan, harboring broadly anti-authoritarian sentiments
and disapproving more harshly than most of the worldly infatuations of common believers and their deficiencies
in religious practice. By such a definition, the Khawārij would have typified a subset within a general movement of
religious zealotry. Conversely, al-Ḥasan’s dogmatic aberrancies can be seen as reflecting a typically Khārijī proclivity
for theological debate and experimentation. al-Ḥasan’s application of the term munāfiq, hypocrite, as a less explicit
parallel to Khārijī takfīr is supported by other idiosyncratic wordings attributed to him, just as his position rejecting
pre-destination, if this view can be affirmed, may accord with early Khārijī thought on qadr.

Griffel, Frank
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

Limiting Tolerance for Ambiguity At the Eve Muslim Modernity? — Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328) and the Early Wahhābī
Movement On takfīr and Theological Diversity Within the umma
The Wahhabī movement, which began in the 1740s with the preaching activity of Ibn ʿAbd al-Wahhāb (1703–92)
in the Najd region of Arabia, is one of the most inspirational and influential movements within modern Islam.
Wahhābism shows a strong commitment to the Hanbali school of Islamic law, and at least from the mid-20th
century on claims to be inspired by Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328), Hanbali Islam’s most important theologian. One of the
most visible features of the Wahhābī movement is its strong opposition to any kind of intercession between God
and the Muslim individual, including the habit of performing special prayers at the graves of those who are
described as “intimates” (awliyāʾ) of God. Ibn ʿAbd al-Wahhāb regarded Muslims who performed special prayers
at graves as apostates from Islam who must be asked to repent and who could be killed if they refused repentance
or lapsed into their former habits.
This paper aims at clarifying the early Wahhābī practice of takfīr and contextualizes it within the Hanbali school.
Although known for his takfīr of groups that he regarded as extreme Shiites (e.g. Nuṣayrīs), Ibn Taymiyya’s theology
is still characterized by a remarkable degree of tolerance toward ambiguity, a tolerance that manifests itself in the
central position his theology grants to the Muslim community—including the variety of its doctrinal positions. This
paper will contrast Ibn Taymiyya’s attitude with a lack of such tolerance on the early Wahhābis’s side and try to
look for factors that can account for this change. The comparison is particularly interesting given that the early
Wahhābī movement is largely unaware of European colonialism and of processes that we now identify as leading
toward Muslim modernity.

Guillaume, Thouroude

Ibadism for religious tolerance. How theology can help soft power in the sultanate of Oman.
Ibadism is the main Islamic branch of Oman, where 75% of the population declare being Ibadi. This religious
movement, as ancient as Shias and Sunnis, is inseparable of the history and identity of the sultanate of Oman, in
the south-east of the Arabic peninsula. For a long time, the power was shared between religious leaders and
political sultans, but since the regime of current Sultan Qabous (who came to power in 1970) one assists to the
increase of the sultan supremacy to the detriment of the imams of the country. Whereas a British traveller such as
Wilfred Thesiger was unable to enter Jebel Akhdar in the 1940s because of the refusal of the local imam, in spite
of a letter of recommendation from the sultan himself, the same mountains are nom perfectly visible by any
tourists without asking permission. The sultan has won authority over the religious sheikhs and the country now
obeys to one rule.
Even though the secular power has prevailed on the religious authority in Oman, Ibadism is still very much invoked
by the sultan and by the government alike. This paper will show a complex effort in contemporary Oman to reduce
the influence of traditional religious forces while developing this very religion as a part of the national identity and
pride, but as much as possible, disarmed and circumscribed to its cultural and the patrimonial dimensions. To quote
Franck Mermier, the Ibadi heritage is 'both covered up and glorified'. (Mermier, 2003).
Two movements are seen in recent politics regarding Ibadi theology. On the one hand, it is said that Omani are just
standard "Muslims", and it is understood that Ibadi should not try to stress their differences from other
movements, in particular with Sunnis. A field survey shows that Omani people are reluctant to describe what
Ibadism means and what its specificities, except for tolerance, is: there is a tendency to distance oneself from Saudi
Arabia and its (perceived) lack of tolerance. On the other hand, the government makes Ibadi traditions alive for
touristic purposes and for social cohesion. Cities and town throughout Oman are invited to refurbish, renovate and
celebrate their old mosques and forts (where Imam used to live) as a symbol of Ibadi history.
Finally, I would like to demonstrate a less known trend which links Oman to the countries where one can find Ibadi
communities: Algeria, Tunisia or Zanzibar. A number of scholarships and awards are given to Ibadi students from
Maghreb in order to create and develop a certain type of "Ibadi pride" among the Arab world. This paper will try
to identify the reality (or the myths) of this international effort, which one can dub soft power.

_____________________
Valerie J. Hoffman, "The articulation of Ibadi identity in modern Oman and Zanzibar", in The Muslim World 94, 2, 2004.
Franck Mermier, "De l'invention du patrimoine omanais", in M. Lavergne and B. Dumortier (eds), L'Oman contemporain, Paris,
2002.
Virginie Prevost, Les Ibadites. De Djerba à Oman, la troisième voie de l'Islam, Brepols, 2010.
Marc Valeri, Le Sultanat d'Oman, une révolution en trompe l'oeil, Paris, 2009.
Marc Valeri, "Ibadism and Omani Nation-building since 1970", in A. Ziaka (ed), On Ibadism, 2014.
Angeliki Ziaka (ed), On Ibadism, Hildesheim, GOV, 2014.

Guitoo, Arash
Panel 59: Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Islamicate Societies: Law, Medicine and Literature.

„How did I find out that I like to do gay?“ Self-perceptions, settings and practices in ‚gay‘-stories of Iranian
sexblogs
As many scholars (Najmabadi, Bauer, Massad et al.) have convincingly demonstrated, the existing local patterns
and practices of male same-sex desire disappeared from the public space and intellectual products of Iranian
society through the heterosexualizing of males and the feminizing the category of ‚beloved‘ in modernist discourse.
The love for young men was now seen as a sign of backwardness and a social malady that resulted from the social
exclusion and veiling of women.
Agreeing with scholars on this points, I argue in this paper that these local patterns of male same-sex sexual contact
have remained broadly common up to the present although they disappeared from the field of “sayables”and
„visibles" of the ‚modernized‘ society of the 20th century. To support this argument, I shall present some very
recent erotic stories, which are anonymously published on two Persian Sexblogsshahvani.com&shahvatnak.com.
Even if not real, these stories still give us an insight to the Lebenswelt of the authors and their (commenting)
readers. The writers are not only telling us stories of their sexual experiences but are also portraying themselves
and the others, interpreting the behavior of the figures of their story and, at the very same time, are developing
strategies to legitimize their ‚non-normative‘ actions. In this paper I shall illustrate the figures, practices and
settings appearing in these stories, in order to show how the local discourse of male same-sex desire and the late
modern discourse of (homo)sexuality are constructing the subjects of the stories. This illustration allows me to
demonstrate that what is shaping the self-perceptions, settings and practices is local discourse on male same-sex
desire rather than the understanding of (homo)sexuality of the late modern discourse, although this has gained
more weight in parts of the urban middle/upper-classes in the last two decades.
Based on these conclusions I will theoretically question the applicability of modern analytical categories such as
sexuality in encountering or interpreting spaces, which are not much affiliated to/affected by the modern idea of
man.

Guth, Stephan

Die zum Islam konvertierte Jüdin– Zur Rolle eines Wunschbilds in nahöstlichen Gesellschaften nach dem
'Arabischen Frühling'
Seit Jahren schon ist der soap opera-artige Roman Fī qalbī unṯā ʿibriyya aus der Feder der tunesischen Autorin Ḫūla
Ḥamdī ein Bestseller auf dem arabischen Buchmarkt. Der Hauptstrang der figuren- und ereignisreichen (und
angeblich auf wahren Begebenheiten beruhenden) Erzählung schildert die Konversion einer jungen libanesischen
Jüdin zum Islam und begleitet Nadà auf ihrem weiteren Weg, nach der Verstoßung durch die intransigent-orthodox
jüdische Mutter.
Ausgehend von einer Analyse der Figurenkonstellation und -charakteristik, des Handlungsverlaufs und der Rollen,
die die Autorin den verschiedenen Figuren zuweist, fragt der Vortrag nach der Funktion imaginierter
'exemplarischer' Konversionen in zeitgenössischen nahöstlichen Gesellschaften.

Hagemann, Hannah
Panel 65: Reconsidering Kharijism in Early Islamic History

Rebels, Zealots, Heretics? Reconsidering Kharijism in Early Islam
The Khārijites are commonly considered the first schismatics of Islam, splitting from the earlyummain the course
of the first civil war (c656–661 CE) over perceived human transgressions against God's rule(s) committed by both
parties to the conflict. They are described as religious fanatics who declared all non-Khārijites to be unbelievers
that could lawfully be killed, using excessive force against their enemies (including women and children) and
propagating a radically strict understanding of Islamic tenets. At the same time, they are depicted as excessively
pious Muslims who stood by their beliefs even in the most dire of circumstances and gladly accepted – indeed,
actively sought – a martyr's death. This image of Khārijism has survived through the centuries and proved quite
pervasive – many modern militant Islamist groups such as al-Qaʾida and Daesh are frequently referred to as neoKhārijites. Despite the Khārijites' notoriety, however, we still know very little about them. Their origins remain
obscure (despite the Islamic tradition's insistence on the Battle of Ṣiffīn as their point of departure), as does the
development of the various Khārijite 'sub-sects' that burst onto the scene seemingly all at once, at the same time
and place, in the context of the second civil war. Indeed, what Khārijism meant in its various different contexts
remains poorly understood: what, if anything, connected the various Khārijite rebels and revolts across the vast
territories of the early Islamic empire? Should we think of 'political' and 'ideological' Khārijism as one single,
cohesive phenomenon? What does Umayyad-era Khārijism have in common with ʿAbbāsid-era Khārijism? Does the
picture of religious zealotry and heresy hold up under closer examination of the source material, especially nonliterary sources? This paper will address some of these issues and questions and seek to sketch out avenues of
future research, asserting that a reassessment of Khārijism is vital for our understanding of early Islamic history
and historiography more widely.

Hakenberg, Marie
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Genealogie der Macht im ismailitischen Pamir
Der Zerfall der UdSSR bedingt neue Macht/Wissensverhältnissen in den zentralasiatischen Republiken. Neben einer
Annäherung an neoliberale Strukturen, erhielten religiöse Bewegungen nun weitgehend Freiraum sich zu Akteuren
und Institutionen zu entwickeln. Doch wie positionieren sich diese Gruppen innerhalb der ökonomischen und
sozialen Neuorientierungen sowie im jungen Staatsgefüge?
Anhand der ismailitischen Gemeinschaft im tadschikischen Pamir gehe ich der Frage nach, wie sich die
Machtverhältnisse zwischen dem zunehmend autoritären Staat, der Zivilbevölkerung sowie lokalen und
transnationalen religiösen Akteuren darstellen. Im Fokus stehen hier die ismailitischen Institutionen, die auf der
religiösen sowie der kulturellen, wirtschaftlichen und sozialen Ebene agieren. Ihre übergeordnete Zielsetzung ist
die Stärkung und Leitung der religiösen und sozialen Organisation sowie der lokalen Entwicklung. Doch inwiefern
wird diese Agenda an die nationalen Bedingungen angepasst? Welche staatstragenden Funktionen übernehmen
die Institutionen im nationalen und lokalen Kontext? Inwiefern wird die Gesellschaft durch die neoliberale
Wissensordnung beeinflusst, die die Institutionen als NGOs und ihre Förderung durch internationale Geldgeber
implementieren? Welche theologischen Implikationen ergeben sich daraus? Und inwieweit beeinflussen die
ismailitischen Institutionen die Handlungen der Bevölkerung? Michel Foucault begreift das Subjekt als instabiles
Produkt sich verändernder Diskurs- und Machtkonstellationen. So ist in diesem Kontext nicht nur die Veränderung
der Ausübung von Macht und Wissens zentral, sondern auch die daraus resultierende Subjektivierung der
ismailitischen Bevölkerung in Tadschikistan.

Hayes, Edmund
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Early Imami Shiism Between Elite Politics and Sectarian Community: The Imams, their Revenues and the Fiscal
Agents
Early Shi'ism is typically viewed as a community of belief, defined by doctrine and law. However, if we look at the
foundational moment of Twelver Shi'ism, the occurrence of the Occultation, we find that it is the Imams fiscal
agents (wakīls), and not the scholars who take charge of the leadership of the community.
I trace back the question of the role played by financial institutions and practices in the early development of Imami
Shi'ism, from the Imamates of Muhammad al-Baqir in the 8th century, until the occurrence of the Occultation in
the late 9th century. Drawing upon Imami hadith rijāl and legal works, as well as historical chronicles, I analyze the
changing discourses about the kinds of revenues which were due to the Imams and the ahl al-bayt, including the
distinctively Shi'i community alms-tax, the khums, and the role of the Imams agents (wakīls), in collecting it. I argue
that to understand the development of Imami Shi'ism as a sectarian community, we must understand the transition
from the primary role of the Imams as elite stakeholders from the Prophet's family (ahl al-bayt), preoccupied with
elite political contentions over status and resources; towards the role of Imams as community leaders.

Hesova, Zora

The meaning of tradition(s): a reinvention of Bosnia's Islamic traditions
The meaning of "tradition" in modern Islam is very diverse and ranges from cultural to ideological to theological
contents closely related to a challenge of modernity. The interplay of tradition and modernity is very clear in Bosnia
and Herzegovina where processes of accelerated modernisation took place at each successive moment of imperial
(geopolitical) reorientation of Bosnia's Muslims. Unline other Balkans Muslims, Bosnia's ulama' and intellectuals
formulate each modernisation step (from Tanzimat to Austrian incorporation to communist secularisation to
nation-building to inclusion into a globalized Islam) in debates and extensive intellectual reflexion that are both
rich enough to be very articulated and limited enough to allow for an overall view.
The paper will explore diverse meaning of "tradition". The aim is not just to make a Hobsbawmian point about an
"invented tradition" or about identity construction but rather to ask what tradition means in a moment of intense
and multiple reinventions and what forms a process of a restoration of a tradition can take. It will look at the revival
and restoration of different religious "traditions" since the end of socialist Yougoslavia, since the war and exposure
to panislamism and since the effects of globalisation on the Bosnian scence.
In the case of the most institutionalised and articulated European Muslim community, Bosnia's "Islamic tradition"
became above all a symbol of a bulwark against the influence of panislamic traditionalism but also a place of intense
reinventions. Since mid 2000s, there is an ongoing debate about the meaning of "Bosniac Islamic tradition": about
a local Islamic identity of Bosnian Muslim as opposed to ideological imports from larger Muslim world, about the
Islamic legitimacy and acceptability of a local ex-pagan traditions, about the normative (legal, religious, political)
consequences of living on a secular state, about various forms of transmission of spiritual knowlege in Bosnia, and
about the relations to Persianate and Arabicate worlds.
There are at least three distinct types of traditions being reinvented in today's Bosnia and Hercegovina: a reformistintellectual tradition, an "official", national Islamic tradition and a "charismatic" tradition.
They refer respectively to a) a lineage of reformist thought from the interwar period revived and reformulated
since the 80's and again after the war at the Faculty of Islamic Theology; b) efforts of gradual institutionalisation of
a Bosnia's Islamic community as a bearer of both autonomous Islamic legitimacy and multifaceted national identity;
and c) a revival of various kinds of Sufi circles and tariqas, claiming with a greater or lesser legitimacy a chain of
charismatic transmission to respected Bosnian Sufis of the 20th century.
The thesis will be, besides the multifaceted nature of "tradition", to show also a certain convergence in the various
processes of reinvention: all traditions get increasingly articulated and institutionalised and thus "modernized".

Jamil, Ranya

Die Kategorisierung von Hadithen bei Shuʿayb al-ʾArnaʾūṭ
Shuʿayb al-ʿArnaʾūṭ, der im Oktober 2016 verstorben ist, war im Gegensatz zu seinem zeitgenössischen
Fachkollegen al-ʾAlbānī öffentlich nicht populär, allerdings in wissenschaftlichen Kreisen bekannt und anerkannt.
Er editierte dutzende Manuskripte und klassifizierte in diesem Rahmen Tausende Hadithe. Sein Ziel war es, die am
meisten in Umlauf kursierenden Hadithe zu kategorisieren. Nach seinem Tod wurde er in Medien als der Diener
der Sunna und ähnliches zelebriert und seine Beerdigung wurde zahlreich besucht.
Al-ʾArnaʾūṭs Methodologie ist soweit unkommentiert. Er hatte zwar viele Studenten, die von ihm ausgebildet
wurden und sich an seinen Veröffentlichungen beteiligten, allerdings beschäftigte sich bisher niemand intensiv mit
seiner Methodologie.
Es stellt sich die Frage, in wie weit al-ʾArnaʾūt sich an den Regeln der früheren Hadith-Gelehrten orientierte und
diese nachahmte? Welche Kriterien zur Hadith-Klassifizierung sind für einen Hadith-Gelehrten des 19. und 20.
Jahrhunderts relevant? In diesem Beitrag sollen al-ʾArnaʾūṭ vorgestellt und seine Methodologie zusammengefasst
werden.

Jordan, David
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

Der Prophet Muhammad im Diskurs der irakischen Baʿṯ-Partei, 1968–2003 – Vom historischen Idealbild zum
Fürsprecher vor Gott
Die zentrale Bedeutung der Verbindung zum Propheten Muhammad, die sich im Verlauf der Neuzeit und Moderne
in muslimischen Gesellschaften zunehmend auf verschiedenen Ebenen manifestiert, zeigt sich selbst in säkularen,
nationalistischen Bewegungen ausgesprochen deutlich. Im Rahmen des DFG-Projektes „Die Gegenwart des
Propheten: Muhammad im Spiegel seiner Gemeinschaft im frühneuzeitlichen und modernen Islam“ an der Ruhr
Universität Bochum untersucht dieser Beitrag die sich wandelnde Repräsentation des Propheten Muḥammad im
öffentlichen Diskurs der irakischen Arabisch Sozialistischen Baʿṯ Partei von 1968 bis 2003. Die Untersuchung stützt
sich hierbei vor allem auf die diachrone Analyse von irakischen Tageszeitungen, Parteischriften, Autobiographien
und qualitativen Interviews mit ehem. führenden Baʿṯkadern.
Vor dem Hintergrund der Ambiguität zwischen Atheismus und Religion im Denken des Parteigründers und syrischorthodoxen Christen Michel Aflaq, wird im Irak eine graduelle Hinwendung der Partei zum Islam und speziell zum
Propheten Muhammad deutlich. Der Wandel hin zu einem zunehmend religiösen Parteidiskurs ist hierbei stark von
politischen und gesellschaftlichen Krisen geprägt. Zentrale Einflussfaktoren sind beispielsweise der Iran-Irak Krieg
(1980–1988), die Kuwait Krise und die darauffolgende intifāḍa (1990–1991), die internationalen Sanktionen aber
auch das grundlegende Verhältnis zwischen Sunniten und Schiiten im Irak. Die Hinwendung der Partei zum
Propheten verdeutlicht sich letztlich auf mehreren Analyseebenen: in der Parteiideologie, welche den Boten Gottes
als historisches Ideal in Analogie zur eigenen revolutionären Mission setzt; in der Nationalisierung religiöser
Festlichkeiten wie dem Prophetengeburtstag (mawlid al-nabī) und seiner Himmelreise (isrāʾ wa-miʿrāj) zu
politischen Plattformen; in der großflächigen Restaurierung der Gräber von Prophetennachfahren; in der
wachsenden Rolle angeblicher Prophetennachkommen inklusive Saddam Husayn in Partei und Regierung; und
nicht zuletzt im obligatorischen Studium der Prophetenbiographie für Parteikader.
Diese Entwicklung der säkularen bis atheistischen Baʿṯ Partei muss letztlich in Bezug auf die generelle Islamisierung
der gesamten Region seit den 1980ern gesetzt werden und wirft die Frage nach einem Scheitern des ursprünglich
säkularen Parteiprogramms auf.

Kateman, Ammeke
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

Conceptualizations of truth in defending or criticizing popular religious practices: two early-twentieth-century
travel-accounts of the ḥajj
After Ibn Saʿūd’s conquest of the region surrounding Mecca and Medina in 1925, he ordered the destruction of
many Islamic tombs and historical structures. These actions limited popular and Sufi practices of tomb visitations
during the Islamic ritual obligation of the ḥajj-pilgrimage and might be understood as exemplary of a monolithic
and unambiguous understanding of truth and Islamic normativity, to the exclusion of other interpretations of Islam.
This paper focuses on two ḥajj travel-accounts from the early twentieth century, both published in Egypt. It
analyses their criticism or defense of popular religious practices during the ḥajj in order to get a better
understanding of a wider range of contemporaneous Sunni conceptualizations of truth and Islamic normativity.
The first is the 1911 ḥajj-account of the Egyptian traveller Muḥammad Labīb al-Batanūnī (d. 1938), preceding Ibn
Saʿūd’s reign in the Ḥijāz-region. Al-Batanūnī explains the nature of the Black Stone and its veneration, both
towards his Muslim contemporaries and Christian travellers. The second is the 1932 ḥajj-account of Muḥammad
Muṣṭafā al-Rāʿī, printed by a publishing house connected to the Sufi reformist Muḥammad Māḍī Abū al-ʿAzāʾim
(d.1937) of the ʿAzamiyya-order. Al-Rāʿī describes the benefits of visiting graves and, turning to the Saʿūdi
destruction of tombs, urges the Saʿūdi authorities not to diverge too much from the opinions of the masses and to
heed the preservation of Islamic antiquities.
How do these two accounts’ defense or criticism of popular religious practices compare? On what concepts do
they rely (for example ignorance, deviation (bidʿa) or custom) and what does this imply for their conceptualization
of truth, particularly with regard to their recognition and appreciation of ambiguity and contradiction as opposed
to certainty and univocality? Possibly sharing a truth-logic that echoed the contemporary reformist call for a return
to “true” Islam (iṣlāḥ), al-Rāʿī’s positive appreciation of popular practices and his recommendation to the Saʿūdi
king might indicate a more inclusive and multivocal view of religious truth than that of al-Batanūnī’s rejection –
within or beyond the logics of modern Islamic Reformism.

Kepplinger, Eva

The Impact of Abū Isḥāq ash-Shāṭibī´s maqāṣid-Thinking on the Malikite School of Lawfrom 1400–1850 CE
In his major work al-Muwāfaqāt, the Andalusian jurist Abū Isḥāq ash-Shāṭibī (d. 1388/790) defined the objectives
of the sharīˁa, which to know he considered indispensible for any jurist for the correct formulation of the law.
However, contemporary scholars argue that ash-Shāṭibī's groundbreaking theory was ignored by later scholars and
that ash-Shāṭibī's work was only discovered and appreciated with the efforts of Muslim reformers of the 19th /13th
and 20th /14th centuries, after which his theory was built upon in modern Islamic legal and ethical thinking. This
paper aims to demonstrate that the modern claim is a misconception and it strives to reveal that scholars
appreciated and adopted his ideas long after ash-Shāṭibī's decease. This result will be achieved through the analysis
of fatwas from within the Malikite juristic tradition. In particular, the study of ˁAlī b. ˁĪsā b. ˁAlī al-Ḥasanī al-ˁAlamī's
(died in the late 17th /11th centuries) fatwa collection Nawāzil will clearly show that today´s claim does not comply
with the actual historical events. Thus, the paper will also demonstrate that contrary to modern claims, the
characteristic maṣāliḥ/maqāṣid-tradition within the Malikite school of law actually did not suddenly cease after
ash-Shāṭibī, but rather that it actually continued and incorporated ash-Shāṭibī's legal thinking.

Khan, Nadeem

Das Sunni Revival in der Levante – Nūr ad-Dīn Zankī und die sunnitischen ʿulāmāʾ
Das Sunni Revival, welches zeitlich etwa mit dem Aufstieg der Seldschuken einhergeht, wurde in der Forschung
lange als ein hauptsächlich politischer Vorgang gedacht. Auch Neuerungen in anderen gesellschaftlichen Bereichen
– wie etwa die Veränderung und Institutionalisierung der madrasa – wurden ursächlich den Herrschenden
zugeschrieben. Dem widersprechend postulierte George Makdisi, dass der Prozess bereits vor dem Aufstieg der
Seldschuken begonnen habe und auf den Einfluss sunnitischer Gelehrter zurückzuführen sei. In der neueren
Forschung wird darüber hinausgehend die Frage gestellt, ob das Sunni Revival als eine konstituierende Periode des
Sunnitentums verstanden werden muss.
Der von Makdisi angestoßenen Forschungskontroverse soll anhand einer Fallstudie zur Herrschaftszeit Nūr ad-Dīn
Maḥmūd b. Zankīs (gest. 569/1174) nachgegangen werden. Dem levantinen Herrscher bescheinigen sowohl
zeitgenössische Quellen als auch die Forschung eine Politik religiöser Reform sunnitischen Charakters. Es ist zu
hinterfragen, ob dieses Bild auf Basis zeitgenössischer Quellen aufrechterhalten werden kann, oder ob nicht ein
Großteil der Reformen unter Nūr ad-Dīn den ʿulāmāʾ zugeschrieben werden kann. Die Interaktionen zwischen den
historischen Akteuren – Herrscher und sunnitischen Gelehrten – stehen somit im Zentrum der Untersuchung.
In einem ersten Schritt werden im Rahmen einer quantitativen Korpusanalyse zeitgenössische Chroniken zur
Identifikation der relevanten Akteure unter den Gelehrten herangezogen. In einem zweiten Schritt werden die so
identifizierten Gelehrten auf Basis der Chroniken, biografischer Lexika und anderer Quellen auf ihr Verhältnis zum
Herrscher und den daraus resultierenden gesellschaftlichen Einfluss hin untersucht. In einem finalen dritten Schritt
wird auf Basis der so gewonnenen Ergebnisse ein gerichtetes Egonetzwerk um Nūr ad-Dīn erstellt, welches darüber
Aufschluss geben soll, ob die Zugehörigkeit zu einer Rechtsschule oder theologischen Ausrichtung in Korrelation
mit den getätigten Reformen während des Sunni Revivals steht.

Khodamoradi, Soraya
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

The Prophetic "Descent" (nuzūl) in the IndianṬariqa Muḥammadiyya Khāliṣa (18th century)
Among various aspects of Ṭarīqa Muḥammadiyya Khāliṣa(“Pure Muḥammadan Path”), a mystical doctrine founded
by Indian Muslim reformists Muḥammad Nāṣir ‘Andalīb (d. 1758) and his son Mīr Dard (d. 1785), an important one
is the endeavour to direct the Muslims’ attention to the exterior realm of life and to the more visible level of reality
in Sufi parlance. The doctrine emphasizes Sufi notions such as "awareness", "awakeness", "sobriety"(ṣaḥw),
"subsistence"(baqāʾ), and "descent"(nuzūl) and underlines exterior aspects of Qurʾān and Hadīth. Such
accentuation indicates a shift from otherworldly, esoteric aspects of Sufism to its worldly, rational dimension,
which had been, according to Mir Dard, underestimated by an extreme propensity of earlier Sufis for extasy and
divine intoxication. The current paper deals with Mīr Dard’s perception of the Prophet which shifts from an
esoteric, mystical dimension to a worldly, external reality, by means of analyzing some concepts proposed by him
in his main works, such as the notions of God’s vicegerent (khalīfatullāh) and clear and hidden announcement
(balāgh-i mubīn and balāgh-i khafī). The paper discusses the role of the prophetology introduced by the
Muhammadan Path into the dynamic of Muslim thought and spirituality in eighteenth-century India.

Kinitz, Daniel
Panel 10: Moderne Transformationen: Die nahöstliche Sattelzeit | Becoming Modern: Conceptual transformations
in the Middle-Eastern saddle period

The Pan-Islamic journal al-Manār (1898–1940) and the question of secularity. A distant reading approach (Project
Presentation)
While the Arabic journal al-Manār has been examined in several respects, the project ventures at more thoroughly
exploiting the opportunities of the digital humanities. With the help of techniques from natural language
processing, keywords, term frequencies, co-occurrences and other characteristics can subsequently be derived.
Preliminary findings suggest that some concepts, with which contemporary Islamic thought reflected the difference
between Islam and non-Islam, played no role at the beginning of the 20th century – most notably the concept alʿalmānīya (secularism/secularity). But what were the alternatives? As a starting point, the statistical embeddedness
of terms and concepts coupled with "Islām", "dīn", etc. can provide information not only about how Islam was
relocated within an emerging public sphere, but their contextual embeddedness can also serve to challenge the
concept of religion shaped by its European and Christian origins. The presentation focuses on first findings and,
especially, methodological challenges of a mixed distant and close reading approach.

Kinitz, Daniel
Panel 10: Moderne Transformationen: Die nahöstliche Sattelzeit | Becoming Modern: Conceptual transformations
in the Middle-Eastern saddle period
al-Manar and the Digital Humanities: The Distinction of Religion and non-Religion in the Transformation to
Modernity
While al-Manār has been examined in several respects, this project ventures at exploiting the opportunities of
the digital humanities. With the help of techniques from computational linguistics and text mining, the texts can
be filtered and keywords, term frequencies and co-occurrences can subsequently be derived. The use of XML
mark-ups and database technologies means that the results can also be examined in relation to other elements
(persons/authors, dates, regions etc.). Preliminary findings suggest that some concepts, with which
contemporary Islamic thought reflected the difference between Islam and non-Islam, played no role at the
beginning of the 20th century – most notably the concept al-ʿalmānīya (secularism/secularity). The
embeddedness of terms and concepts coupled with religion and non-religion can provide information not only
about how Islam was relocated within an emerging public sphere, but can also serve to challenge the concept of
religion shaped by its European and Christian origins. The presentation focusses on first findings and, especially,
methodolocial challenges of a mixed distant and close reading approach.

Kirchhof, Reik

Sharia, the Law Impeded. A Reassessment of the Concept of Sharia in View of new Theories on the Concept of
Law
The study of Islam commonly translates the term Sharia to mean Islamic law. This heuristic linkage was coined by
the early European study of Islam and intuitively based on a legal positivist philosophy of the 19th century. Despite
an unmistakable critique on this argument, the study of Islam neglects to question its theoretical concepts in depth
and shows little interest in profound conceptual work or in developments of neighbouring disciplines. This paper
exposes the traditional foundations of the study of Sharia as outdated and, drawing on latest theories of the
philosophy of normative orders, introduces a theory which is able to distinguish legal- from non-legal orders.
Applying this theory the paper demonstrates that the traditional concept of Sharia cannot be perceived as law, or
best be understood as a law impeded. While the concept of Sharia calls on Muslims to adopt Gods normative
expectations as own expectations with legal quality within social interaction, the concept does not provide
corresponding institutions in which colliding normative expectations could be processed by non-competing
decisions what results in the disintegration of the Muslim community. As the Ulama were unable or unwilling to
decide on their colliding expectations about the ontological existence of Gods expectations, different Madhhabs
developed which were internally competing about the understanding of Gods expectations. This was reflected
within society as Madhhabs served here as institutions deciding on colliding expectations. However, as far as
Madhhabs were operating only within certain regions, they could respond to the demands of Muslims for law. But
whenever Madhhab regimes were colliding, law was impeded by rival decisions. Decisions on the same issue
differed within the same social field and thus stood in glaring contrast to the idea of one God, one community, one
law. Ulama recognised the problem and tried to fix it. While the principle of Ijmā‛ was supposed to solve this
problem, decisions on Ijma could not be processed. Instead of analysing the issues, scholars turned this deficit into
a virtue. With the concept of Ikhtilaf, Ulama acknowledged an inherent disagreement and thus the impossibility of
a legal order according to Gods expectations. Ulama called for integration while only offering disintegration. The
awareness of this contradiction increased since modernity, as due to new ways of communications local
interactions grew into trans-local or global interactions.
A radical reformulation of the concept of law suggests a reassessment of popular narratives of the study of Islam.
The theory can explain why Muslims have been resorting to alternative institutions, like families, clans, or sects,
and later to nation states, it can uncover mechanisms behind sectarianism, explain matters of integration and
disintegration of Muslims in the West, nation-building processes, and fundamentalism.

Konrad, Felix
Panel 10: Moderne Transformationen: Die nahöstliche Sattelzeit | Becoming Modern: Conceptual transformations
in the Middle-Eastern saddle period

Soziopolitische Ordnungskonzepte in osmanischen Chroniken und politischen Texten der Zeit um 1700
Politische Traktate und Chroniken aus dem frühneuzeitlichen Osmanischen Reich enthalten neben deskriptiven
auch analytische und normative Komponenten. Verfasst von Mitgliedern der gebildeten, meist administrativen,
seltener religiösen, Elite, richten sie sich an andere Eliteangehörige. Sie reflektieren die Wahrnehmung von
Ereignissen und soziopolitischen Zuständen und machen Aussagen darüber, was aus der Sicht der Autoren sozial
und politisch richtig ist und was nicht. Dabei greifen die Autoren in der Regel auf gängige Begrifflichkeiten und
akzeptierte Konzepte zurück, die für ihre Leserschaft verständlich sind.
Um die begriffliche Herausbildung grundlegender Konzepte moderner Ordnung besser zu verstehen, lohnt sich ein
Blick in das politische und historiographische Schrifttum des frühneuzeitlichen Osmanische Reiches, zumal diese
Epoche von sozialen Dynamiken und politischen Transformationen geprägt war. Dieser Vortrag will dazu einen
Beitrag leisten, indem er Chroniken und politische Texte des späten 17. und frühen 18. Jahrhunderts in Hinblick auf
ihre soziopolitischen Ordnungskonzepte und deren Konnotationen untersucht. Um mit den anderen Beiträgen des
Panels in Dialog zu treten, werden einerseits Konzepte diskutiert, mit denen der soziale und politische Körper als
Ganzes erfasst wird, andererseits werden kleinteiligere, den sozialen Körper gliedernde und kategorisierende
Ordnungsbegriffe exemplarisch analysiert. Bei ersterem kann an die bestehende Forschung angeknüpft werden,
die auf der Basis politischer und historiographischer Literatur die semantische Verschiebung des Begriffes devlet
von „Herrschaft“ zu „Staat“ sowie den Konnotationswandel des geläufigen Begriffspaars dîn-ü devlet („Glaube und
Staat“) fassbar macht (Aksan, 1993; Sigalas, 2007, 2012; Sariyannis, 2013). Untersuchungen zu kleinteiligeren
Ordnungsbegriffen und zu ihrem Stellenwert gegenüber übergeordneten Konzepten stehen demgegenüber noch
weitgehend aus.

la Martire, Corrado
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Research issues in early texts of Šiʿī Ḥadīṯ. The authenticity of the Iḫtiṣāṣ of al-Mufīd
The authorship of the Iḫtiṣāṣ has been called into question many times. Part of the argument in support to the
doctrinal authority of the text is linked to its authenticity and correct attribution. Consequently scholars within
have investigated the evidence for supporting or contradicting the claims. There are however separate levels of
analysis to be addressed when discussing the authenticity of the work, and these are rarely distinguished. The first
level is the issue of whether or not the material is attributable to ʿAlī (d. 40/661); the second level regards the
individual reports within the work and whether any can be individually traced back to Šayḫ al-Mufīd (d. 413/1022),
and beyond him to imam ʿAlī; the third level is when (and how) this material was collected and the extent of editing
which occurred either during or before the process of collection. There are those within the Imāmi tradition who
are not willing to concede authenticity on any of these three levels. Others have trusted the work and considered
it as a sound source of religious doctrine. There are also intermediate positions between the two. Finally, in modern
scholarship, there are those who considered the hadīṯ authenticity a pseudo-issue with no particularly instructive
outcomes. Nevertheless, authenticity still remains a highly controversial topic, especially in the early texts of Šīʿi
ḥadīṯ studies.
Given that the work as a whole is still considered as problematic (or viewed as so, like many other similar texts in
the field), my presentation will focus on the problem of authenticity in Šīʿi ḥadīṯ studies and on the exploration of
individual elements of the work. This will serve to build up a picture of the development of the material within the
book before its collection.

Lababidi, Hadil
Panel 23: Shari'a Matters?! Theories and Practices of Islamic Norms in the West

Dementia from an Islamic Bioethical Perspective. Creating an Illusory World for Ensuring Well-Being
With reaching older ages, the likelihood of developing dementia increases. In the meantime, the first generations
of guest workers in Germany are very advanced in years and the number of elderly people from a migrant
background is growing along with ethical issues regarding to medical treatment. The question arises how bioethics
in Islam, in accordance with Islamic law and ethics, is understood and practiced in the West. In this lecture, I will
show how the ethical dealing with Muslim dementia patients according to bioethical principles in Islam is discussed
with respect to non-medical measures such as creating an illusory world for ensuring well-being.
The health and safety of people suffering from dementia are often highlighted. There is a significant risk that ill
persons are getting lost because of a diminishing sense of orientation. Fictitious bus stops or train compartment
create a second reality and can have a soothing effect on those concerned. Waiting at the alleged stop satisfies the
urge of running away of some dementia patients. To what extent is the creation of an illusory world ethically
justifiable and where does the deception or lie end?
As the basis for this lecture I investigate how the (old) age and senile dementia are understood in the Qur'an and
the Hadīth as well as in the Tafsīr. How do Western-based Islamic legal scholars, bioethicists and physicians
evaluate the aforementioned ethical dilemma? Which roles do bioethical principles in Islam such as No Harm, No
Harassment and maslaha mursala (public interest) play in their argumentation? Which authority do online fatwas
have for Muslim communities in the West? In this regard, the ethical orientations within the public discourse in
the new media will be examined.

Langer, Robert
Panel 52: (Trans-) Regionalising Shia Islam

The Constellation of Shiism in Germany
Shiite groups in Germany constitute an ethnically, linguistically and nationally diversified field. There are Iraqi,
Lebanese and other Arabic speaking communities, Turkish Caferis with a linguistic and historic Azeri background
but also converts from Turkish Sunnism, Persian and Dari speaking people and also German converts besides some
Shiites of South Asian origin. This contribution will shed a light on this “constellation” and will suggest theoretical
and methodological perspectives how to deal with heterogeneous communities all referring to a common
repertoire of symbols, figures and narratives. Special attention will be given at attempts to “regionalise” Shiism by
introducing German as the main language of community and ritual in some groups.

Lauri, Marco
Panel 59: Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Islamicate Societies: Law, Medicine and Literature.

Law and Love: Legal concepts of Love in Islamic Middle Ages.
While pre-modern Islamic law is obviously very concerned with regulating the relationship between the sexes,
sexual activity and marriage, it seems to have shown relatively little interest in (interpersonal) love as such
although, at a more theoretical level, love (for God) is arguably its epistemic basis. In a society where religious law
was considered a central intellectual endeavor, love, often of an illicit kind, was a primary theme of literature and
thought, offering a central expressive code of written culture. Authors such as the famous Ibn Hazm and Ibn Sina
tried to fit love within the overarching Shari'a context, primarily by separating the feeling in itself from the acts it
may cause, with the first being considered natural and therefore permissible, and the latter falling under the
purview of the Shari'a. However, they did so in literary works (rasa’il) not focused on law as such. Suggestions have
been made that courtly love offered to some milieus the basis for a possible ethical code that overlapped and
sometimes contrasted with Shari'a, although apparently without an open challenge to it. My talk will attempt to
trace a picture of discussion and notions of love from a legal point of view from the X to the XIII centuries in the
Arabophone area. I will then focus on the legal opinions of Ibn Rushd, whose opinions on women’s status were
famously “liberal” (as described by C. Belo), making his views on love particularly interesting from a legal
standpoint.

Lavins, Imants

Spatial perception and visualization in medieval Islamic cartography
In order to explain the physical universe it was necessary to organize it and make it schematic. Without this
organization and schematization, it was complicated to picture the territory described: lands, seas, rivers, bays,
mountain ranges. It is well known that Anaximander of Miletus (sixth cent. B.C.) in ancient Greece had remarked
that of all the disciplines, the most adequate and commonly used tool to explain the universe was geometry, and
it was based on ideal forms – the circle and the sphere. The attractive symmetry of the ideal form was used.
Anaximander of Miletus was not alone in his attempts to organize the universe using geometrical figures for the
basis. Strabo (64 B.C.–24 A.D.) said that the land should be characterized by its area and geometrical shape, if
possible; so he described Sicily as a triangle, Italy as a rectangle, and Libya (Africa) as a trapezium. It was impossible
to imagine or describe every territory as a geometrical figure; therefore in these cases another method of
schematization was applied. The object under examination was associated, described or compared with some
empirical object. Usually geographical objects were compared to animals or their body parts, flora, parts of the
human body, instruments, means of transportation, etc.
Already in al-Khwārizmīs Kitāb sūrat al-ard – the oldest Islamic work dedicated to geography and cartography – it
is possible to find ways similar to those just mentioned to organize geographical space. The cartographic image is
reproduced in the present respective forms.
The researcher of of Arabic geographic literature J. Krachkovsky remarked that this kind of imaginative textual
description of the earth, real but mixed with fantasy, remained consistent for centuries.
This way of organizing geographical objects in medieval Islamic literature, using visualization and geometrical forms
and empirical objects, has not been specially researched or described.

Leube, Georg
Panel 7: A ruler of character? The personality of rulers as a factor in 15th Century Aq- and Qaraqoyunlu Turkmen
court ceremonial

A talented prince as a source of dynastic legitimacy? ʿAlī b. Khalīl b. Uzun Ḥasan at Takht-i Jamshīd / Persepolis
In autumn 881 / 1476, the Aqquyunlu prince Khalīl b. Uzun Ḥasan held a grand review of the military and civilian
personnel connected to the Aqquyunlu administration of the province of Fārs in the plain near the Band-i Mīr north
of Shirāz. On the day before the review began, an elaborate performance of courtly splendour took place among
the ruins of the Achaemenid palaces at Takht-i Jamshīd / Persepolis. Central to this performance was the prince
ʿAlī b. Khalīl b. Uzun Ḥasan, who at his young age of 9 was presented as such a gifted calligrapher that a number of
verses drawn by his hand were inscribed on the very ruins of the Achaemenid palaces. In my contribution to our
panel exploring possible traces of a rulers personality in the art and court ceremonial of the Turkmen courts, I
intend to describe the ways in which this talented prince was included in the court ceremonial and how his ‒
personal? ‒ talent was drawn upon to underpin the dynastic legitimacy of the Aqquyunlu rulers.

Lukman, Fadhli
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

Qur`an Translation, Gubernatorial election, and Conservatism in Indonesia
Between late 2016 and early 2017, Indonesian politics was rocked by a heated debate and an indictment of
blasphemy.In a speech, a Christian candidate in the Gubernatorial Election of Jakarta had made a reference to the
Qur`anic verse 5:51 (“O believers, take not Jews and Christians as friends (awlīyā’); they are friends of each other.
Whoso of you makes them his friends is one of them. God guides not the people of the evildoers”). The ambiguous
term awliyā` contains a wide range of semantic possibilities and has often been translated as friends or allies, as in
Arberry’s English rendering given above. Yet, a number of Indonesian Qur`an translations interestingly take it to
mean pemimpin (leader), consequently interpreting the verse as the prohibition to elect a non-Muslim leader. A
sustained campaign declared the verse to be clear and certain. Other kinds of interpretation were wrong and
translations of awliyā` as teman setia (loyal friend) were fraudulent. This paper deals with the problem of certainty
in Q.5:51 in a particular political arena in Indonesia. It deals with the question of how the particular ambiguous
term awliyā` is translated into a seemingly certain meaning of pemimpin. It also pays attention to the respective
parties involved in the contestation to determine the ”correct” translation of the term and, finally, investigates the
role of social media in it. The phenomenon leads to the hypothesis that Qur`an translation and social media provide
a firm ground for the thriving of conservatism in Indonesia. Inspired from the interpretive classification of Abdullah
Saeed, who distinguishes between textualists, semi-textualists, and contextualists, the paper sheds light on a new
version of textualism which relies not on the Qur’an itself but rather on its translation.

Malik, Jamal
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

The Prophet in modern da`wa discourse
The remarkable revival of Prophet Muhammad and his tradition in modern times can be traced in many discursive
and material fields, one of them being daʽwa, Islamic proselytism. Daʽwa first resurfaced in an aggressive form in
the mid-eighteenth century with the puritan Wahhabi movement. But it was only in the 1910s and 1920s in the
wake of World War I, subsequent abolition of the Caliphate, and imposition of colonial rule over the greater part
of the Muslim world, that da`wa became a channel for piety movements and political ideologies with the prophet
being the emulated figurehead. Since the post-colonial Muslim republics, the call to Islam got also globalized, and
increasingly involved in neo-liberalism and Muslim immigration to the West, producing diversified facets of
Muhammad; as educator, politician, financial and trading tycoon and interfaith dialogue specialist. The degree of
imitating his example has become the display of personal success. Some of these diverse and contesting prophetic
images can be documented in proselytizing movements such as the messianic Ahmadiyya, the Tablighi Jama`at and
the Sufi-based Daʽwat-e Islami of India and Pakistan. In contrast to these more or less rural ventures, Islamists
turned towards urban strata such as the Muslim Brotherhood and Jama`at-e Islami. Their different imaginings of
the Prophet is augmented by perceptions of new religious authorities, the televangelists corresponding to their
da`wa activities. In the face of this incremental plurality of daʽwa and of prophetic images, Islamists have eventually
produced a new field in an attempt to standardize the diverse array of contesting proselytizing endeavors with
their aesthetic ideals and their notions of perfect human being, the iconic Prophet, to endow them with some legal
superstructure – fiqh al-daʻwa or the legal reasoning of mission. The paper tries to profile some of the patterns of
the prophet championed by these missionaries.

Marei, Fouad Gehad

The Greater Jihad. Social change and mobilization strategies in Hizbullah's Resistance Society
In addition to its engagement in the armed struggle against Israel and other regional conflicts, Hizbullah — or the
Islamic Resistance in Lebanon — is involved in ambitious endeavours aimed at transforming Lebanon's Shi'i
community. Complicating scholarly understandings of the relationship between the Party and its constituents, this
paper identifies actors and SMOs affiliated with Hizbullah, and maps the web of connections constituting the social
movement. The paper understands Hizbullah as a multi-faceted socio-political organization characterized by
synergetic interrelationships between the Party, the social movement and SMOs, and the broader society of
individuals constituting the social milieu. I argue that as membership of the Resistance society expands beyond the
boundaries of the Party, the distinctions and division of roles between the movement and its general public become
progressively harder to discern. It is in everyday-life experiences of the Resistance society that its members actively
partake in the complex processes of imagining the social milieu and shaping the constant and dialectical
transformations that these political and social imaginations undergo.

Merhavy, Menahem

Between Shiism and Iranian Ethnicity – the Islamic Republic and its Change of the Guard
The Islamic Republic came to the world with a promise and commitment to cross the barrier of nationality, carrying
a message of a Universalist ideology, that of Islamic Unity. This paper will trace the ideological evolution of the
Islamic Republic and its relation to Persian ethnicity. Starting from the formative period of the Islamic opposition
to the Pahlavi State, I will turn to the changing attitude of the Islamic Republic of Iran to Iranian symbols of Persian
ethnicity. The changing approach to these symbols will be contextualized in the wider dilemma of identity of the
leadership of the Islamic Republic.
The main factors that contribute to the return of Persian symbols as a source of inspiration in the Islamic Republic
are threats from without (real or imagined), partial change of the guard in the political elite and the need to warm
ties with Iranian expatriates who live in the West.
However, the change is neither smooth nor linear, as there are continuous forces, such as competing theological
sacred spaces that offer alternative sacred spaces to Iranian Shiites. This competition renders the struggle between
the two currents, one wishing to re-sanctify Persianate legacy and the other diminishing it, into a dramatic on both
theological as well as political levels.

Miah, Azaher
Panel 65: Reconsidering Kharijism in Early Islamic History

A Reappraisal of Ibāḍī Ḥadīth in Light of Ḍirār ibn ʿAmr's Kitāb al-Taḥrīsh
Ḍirār ibn ʿAmr (d. ca 200/815) was a prolific theologian active in Kufa and Basra. According to Ibn al-Nadīm’s Fihrist,
Ḍirār has fifty-seven texts to his name, including the Kitāb al-Taḥrīsh wa-l-ighrāʾ. Discovered recently, the Kitāb alTaḥrīsh is a promising text for which historians of the formative period of Islam have been waiting keenly. It is
dialogical in its style with archaisms strewn throughout; damning references are made to the emerging sects and
their fallacious doctrines. Of particular concern to Ḍirār is their increasing reliance on hadith as a basis for dogma
despite the preponderance of contradictory reports from the Prophet. Before Ibn al-Nadīm, the Muʿtazilī alKhayyāṭ (d. ca 300/913) reminds his reader in Kitāb al-Intiṣār of the Kitāb al-Taḥrīsh by Ḍirār. In the 1960s, Josef
van Ess proposed that Ibn Qutayba’s (d. 276/889) Taʾwīl mukhtalif al-ḥadīth was written in response to one of
Ḍirār’s works. As a result, in 2014, the editors of Kitāb al-Taḥrīsh, Hüseyin Hansu & Mehmet Kaskin, demonstrated
that Ibn Qutayba’s introduction cites numerous passages from Kitāb al-Taḥrīsh. The text, it can be said, is rather
early. Why, then, do we find textual parallels from Kitāb al-Taḥrīsh to al-Rabīʿ ibn Ḥabīb’s Musnad? Within both
texts are thirty-five hadiths sharing similar content (matn) and arrangement (tartīb). The unashamed plagiarism
challenges the current scholarship in the field: John Wilkinson (2010) argued that al-Rabīʿ’s Musnad is a fake with
a predilection to borrow from Aḥmad’s Musnad. The Ibāḍiyya were supposedly unconcerned with Prophetic
reports, and remained so, up until the nahḍa (mid-eighteenth century). For the first time, we have evidence from
an unlikely source that upholds early Ibāḍī involvement in hadith transmission.

Mian, Ali Altaf
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

The Proselytization of Certainty in Modern Islam: Faith and Action in Tablīghī Theology
The Tablīghī Jamā‘at is an international Muslim revivalist missionary organization that was founded in the late
1920s in colonial North India by the ṣūfī-theologian Muḥammad Ilyās Kāndhlawī (1885–1944). The existing
scholarship on the organization sheds light on its historical formation, institutional aspects, transnational profile,
and its relationship with political Islam (Anwarul Haq, 1972; Masud, ed. 2000; Metcalf 2001; Sikand 2002; Reetz
2004, 2006, 2008, 2011, 2014; Horstmann 2007; Noor 2012; Pieri 2015). The organization has also attracted media
attention after 9/11, especially in relation to the widespread legal and political controversy over UK-based Tablīgh
participants’ proposal to build a mega mosque in London. Yet, the theological teachings of the organization have
not attracted scholarly attention (at most, Tablīghīt heology is painted as an iteration of Deobandī theology). This
paper contributes to the existing scholarship by examining how Tablīghī discourses and activities proselytize the
need to inculcate doctrinal certainty (yaqīn) among Muslims. I argue that yaqīn is the centerpiece of Tablīghī
theology and one of the most crucial concepts for understanding the moral formation and ideological universe of
Tablīgh participants. Yaqīn, in this context, is an epistemological position laden with affective dimensions. It entails
a heartfelt sense of surety in God’s existence, the truthfulness of Muḥammad’s message, and the righteousness of
missionary activity. The paper also examines the socio-political implications and limitations of yaqīn by looking at
both the texts and practices of the Tablīghī Jamā‘at.

Mitchell, Colin
Panel 7: A ruler of character? The personality of rulers as a factor in 15th Century Aq- and Qaraqoyunlu Turkmen
court ceremonial

Belletristic Presentations of Princely Governance during the Reign of Uzun Hasan
The period of Aq Qoyunlu rule, like so many other periods of Turco-Mongol dominance, reflects the fascinating
fusion of Turkic socio-cultural traditions with the literary, religious, philosophical and administrative traditions of
the Perso-Islamic world. Largely stepping into the vacuum left by Timur and his descendants in Azarbaijan and
central Iran, the Aq Qoyunlu developed a semblance of a Perso-Islamic court culture while at the same time
maintaining structures, institutions, titles, and rankings associated with Turkish tribal politics (pace J. Woods). The
chancellery is very much emblematic of this hybridism, and this paper seeks to examine the Aq Qoyunlu production
of letters in the tradition of insha (epistolography) to better understand how this particular state understood the
appointment and mandate of royal family members (i.e. princes) for positions of governance.
Nowhere is this better seen than during the aftermath of Uzun Hasans defeat of the Timurid ruler, Abu Said at the
Battle of Qarabagh in 1469. Curiously, Uzun Hasan made a conscious decision to not appoint one of his sons as the
governor of the newly conquered city of Herat, but rather nominated Yadgar Muhammad Mirza. Yadgar
Muhammad Mirza was one of many competing descendants of Timur who were making claims to the Timurid
throne, and Uzun Hasan openly used him as a proxy to extend Aq Qoyunlu influence into Khurasan. Uzun Hasan
sent supplies, men, and guidance to this young Timurid prince in his civil conflict with his cousin, Sultan Husain
Baiqara. With Aq Qoyunlu support, Yadgar successfully extirpated Sultan Husain Baiqara from the chief Timurid
capital of Herat. These events of 1469–70, along with Sultan Husain Baiqaras counter-attack and killing of his cousin
Yadgar, are detailed and discussed in a number of letters produced by and for the chancellery of Uzun Hasan. While
the style, tone, and rhetoric are consistent with medieval Perso-Islamic conceptions of monarchical theory and
sovereignty, there is no disputing the Turkic predilection for tanistry and succession politics. This paper will
examine and analyze these 5–6 letters in the hopes of better understanding how such literary-administrative texts
can shed light on how contemporaries articulated these tensions which exist in the Perso and Turco-Islamic worlds
regarding princes, princedoms, and princely governance.

Muhammad, Atta

The Public Sphere during the Later Abbasid Caliphate (1000–1258 AD): The Role of Sufism
It is generally assumed that Sufism is an unmediated and private experience having no relationship with the state,
politics and social life. Scholars have doubted the existence of the idea of the public sphere in pre-modern Muslim
societies. They are of the opinion that the public sphere is a unique product of Europe, it cannot be applied to the
Muslim societies as these were devoid of necessary preconditions for the existence of the public sphere like that
of democratic norms.1 The present study contests these assumptions and proposes to find out the existence of the
public sphere in the form of Sufi tariqas (a path, a way; a spiritual lineage) during the later period of the Abbasid
rule. This was an important period in the history of Islamic societies and Sufism when Sufi tariqas spread and Sufism
became part of Muslim religious and social life. Sufism, during the said period, was not an isolated phenomenon
from the public and social life. Instead, Sufi played a significant role in collective improvement and betterment of
the people. They served the people in multifarious ways. The khanqahs (Sufi dwellings), an essential feature of
Sufism, played a tremendous role in the social uplift, moral training, and intellectual enhancement of the people
of diverse background with different social orientation and cultural outlook. These khanqahs also integrated people
and promoted in them the spirit of cooperation, sense of understanding and motivations for harmony and
compassion. The deprived and dispossessed sections of society were also supported financially and materially to
mitigate their nutritional and physical needs. Sufis also played important role in the political realm of the society
when they, through their participation in political processes, tried to shape the government policies and decisions
towards the common and collective good. They played a constructive role while sometime opposing and sometime
collaborating with the political authorities. Thus Sufis did not live only a private life, they were the important actors
of the public sphere and their role for the common good cannot be overlooked.

1

Scholars like Shmuel N. Eisenstadt have rejected this assumption and have worked on the existence of the public sphere in
the pre-modern Muslim societies in the forms of waqf (endowment), the ulama and the Sufis. The present study is a
contribution to the existing domain of knowledge of Sufism and their role in the public sphere. see Miriam Hoexter, Shmuel
N. Eisenstadt and Nehemia Levtzion, The Public Sphere in Muslim Societies (New York: State University of New York Press,
2002); Shmuel N. Eisenstadt, Public Spheres and Civil Society in Selected Pre-Modern Societies: Some Comparative
Observations, Comparative Sociology, 5 (2006).

Müller, Christian

Die Konzeptualisierung sakralen Rechts: Zum Wandel des Schariabegriffs in der sunnitischen Rechtshermeneutik
(2./8. – 7./13. Jahrhundert)
Dieser Vortrag über die Entwicklung des sakralen Rechts im Islam rekonstruiert zunächst die begriffsgeschichtlichen
Etappen von der koranischen Gottesweisung, ihrer Erweiterung auf den prophetischen Gesetzgeber und auf
scharitisierte Konzepte innerhalb der Rechtshermeneutik, bis hin zum sakralisierten Juristenrecht. Abschließend
werden kurz die Auswirkungen dieses Theoriewandels in der Urkundenpraxis veranschaulicht.

Nakanishi, Yuki

Der erste Intellekt und das göttliche Wissen: Kritik des Dāwūd al-Qayṣarī (gest. 1350) an Emanationslehre
Vom Einen geht die Vielfalt hervor. Um diese Behauptung, die Emanationslehre, entweder zu begründen oder zu
entkräften, brachten im Laufe der Philosophiegeschichte verschiedene Gelehrte unterschiedliche Argumente bzw.
Gegenargumente vor. Am berühmtesten ist die Kontroverse zwischen Avicenna (gest. 1037) und Abū Ḥāmid alĠazālī (gest. 1111). Dass der Erstere seinem philosophischen System diese Lehre zugrunde legte, und dass der
Letztere sie stark kritisierte – die beiden Fakten sind unter Historikern wohlbekannt. Im Gegensatz dazu bleiben
die anderen, post-Ġazālischen Kontroversen noch größtenteils zu erforschen, wobei es doch mehrere Ausnahmen
gibt, darunter der 1992 veröffentlichte Aufsatz von Nicholas Heer. In dieser Pionierarbeit analysierte der Autor kurz
und bündig die Kernpunkte der Diskussionen zwischen den beiden Išārāt-Kommentatoren Faḫraddīn ar-Rāzī (gest.
1210) und Naṣīraddīn aṭ-Ṭūsī (gest. 1274), die jeweils gegen und für die avicennische Emanationslehre
argumentierten.
In diesem Vortrag werde ich teilweise auf Heers Beitrag basierend noch eine andere Kontroverse behandeln.
Dāwūd al-Qayṣarī (gest. 1350), einer der einflussreichsten Mystiker des 14. Jh.s, der zur Schultradition des
andalusischen "Größten Meisters" Ibn al-ʿArabī (gest. 1240) gehörte, übte in seinem Hauptwerk Maṭlaʿ ḫuṣūṣ alkalim ("Aufstiegsstelle der Geheimnisse der Worte") Kritik an der Emanationslehre. Hier ging es hauptsächlich
darum, wie sich die Existenz des ersten Intellekts (al-ʿaql al-awwal) und das göttliche Wissen von den kontingenten
Dingen (al-ašyāʾ al-mumkina) verhalten; laut al-Qayṣarī setzten einige Philosophen die beiden gleich, während er
selbst dies für unmöglich hielt. In der Analyse seiner betreffenden Argumente werde ich einerseits erklären, wie
dieser früh-osmanische Mystiker seine Behauptung belegte, und andererseits womöglich darauf hinweisen,
wogegen er in der Tat seine Kritik richtete, nämlich auf seine Quelle(n). Somit soll eine bislang kaum erforschte
Dimension der post-avicennischen Philosophierezeption erläutert werden.

_____________________
Qayṣarī, Dāwūd al-: ar-Rasāʾil. Hg.: M. Bayraktar. İstanbul: Eko 1997.
—: Šarḥ Fuṣūṣ al-ḥikam [d.h. Maṭlaʿ ḫuṣūṣ al-kalim]. Hg.: Ğ. al-Āštiyānī. Tihrān: Intišārāt-i ʿilmī wa-farhangī 1375 [1996/97].
Bayrakdar [d.h. Bayraktar], M. (1990): La philosophie mystique chez Dawud de Kayseri. Ankara: Ministère de la culture.
Frank, R. M. (1992): Creation and the Cosmic System. Al-Ghazâlî and Avicenna. Heidelberg: Winter.
Griffel, F. (2009): Al-Ghazālī's Philosophical Theology. Oxford: Oxford UP.
Heer, N. (1992): Al-Rāzī and al-Ṭūsī on Ibn Sīnā"s Theory of Emanation. In: P. Morewedge (Hg.): Neoplatonism and Islamic
Thought. Albany: SUNY Press, S. 111–25.
İmamoğlu, S. Ö. (2011): Dâvûd Kayserî"de varlik, bilgi ve insan. Doktora tezi. Marmara Üniv.

Nazari Tavakkoli, Saeid

Fertilization with donor's egg: shi'ite perspective
In medicine different assisted reproductive technologies will be used to treat infertility. Using egg donation is an
issue that can be studied from different medical, juridical (legal) and ethical aspects. In this article, the permission
ability (jawāz) or prohibition (ḥurma) of this method will be discussed based on the Islamic jurisprudence
foundations. Also, we will discuss the relationship between the child and two women, the egg donor and also the
infertile woman.
Weakness of the opponent's Islamic arguments, neglecting the child's right, disrupting lineage relationship ,and
the necessity of using sexual and reproductive organs in a marital relationship in Islamic lead us to consider this
infertility treatment method illegitimate. Also, we conclude that the child has a parentage relationship just with
the egg donor.

Pink, Johanna
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

The postmodern turn in contemporary Qurʾānic exegesis
While much has been written on modernising trends in the interpretation of the Qurʾān and their methodology,
including historical contextualisation, literary exegesis, and maqāṣid-based approaches, a fundamental distinction
is often overlooked: That between exegetes convinced to have identified the true meaning of the Qurʾān and
between exegetes who are unsure whether any certainty can ever be achieved. Maybe this distinction attracts so
little attention because the aims of the two groups are often alike. Yet, in hermeneutical terms, the difference
between the two approaches that I call modernist and postmodern could hardly be bigger.
Postmodern exegetical projects seem to have largely emerged since the 1990s. They radically question the
possibility of ever attaining certitude over what the text really means, and they do not stop at questioning the
universal truth of previous interpretations, but also question the universal nature of their own interpretation. By
denying the possibility of an understanding of the text irrespective of the readers individual precommitments, they
open the door to measuring the Qurʾān by external standards such as human rights or the exegetes own
conscience. Often, they aim to enter a personal dialogue with the text. The presentation will outline this important
and apparently growing exegetical trend and contrast it with other contemporary exegetical approaches. It will
then focus on analysing their implications for allowing ambiguity in the interpretation of the Qurʾān, as opposed to
the quest for the true meaning, based on concrete examples of Qurʾānic interpretations.

Pistor-Hatam, Anja

Menschenrechte und Menschenwürde in der Islamischen Republik Iran
Seit der Erklärung der Allgemeinen Menschenrechte (AEM) durch die Vereinten Nationen im Jahre 1948 ist diese
immer wieder Gegenstand kontroverser Diskussionen gewesen. Abgesehen davon, daß die Menschenrechte auch
von den Signatarstaaten nicht immer und in vollem Umfang eingehalten wurden und werden, ist vielfach Kritik an
ihrem universellen Geltungsanspruch geübt worden. Weder seien diese Menschenrechte vereinbar mit asiatischen
Werten noch entsprächen sie dem islamischen Menschenbild. Dennoch hat auch der Revolutionsführer in Iran als
Nachfolger des Schahs, welcher die Deklaration seinerzeit unterzeichnete, diese nicht aufgekündigt. Weitere UNKonventionen, die die Menschenrechte ausdifferenzieren, wurden von der Islamischen Republik Iran ebenfalls
signiert. Allerdings ist die Situation in Iran so prekär, daß der UN-Menschenrechtsrat schon vor Jahren einen
Sonderberichterstatter für das Land ernannte.
Der Vortrag wird sich mit der Diskussion befassen, die in Iran derzeit von schiitischen Rechtsgelehrten und
Wissenschaftler*innen über die Menschenrechte geführt wird. Dabei wird vor allem das Verständnis der
Autor*innen von Menschenwürde untersucht, die in unmittelbarem Zusammenhang mit den Menschenrechten
steht (Art. 1 Alle Menschen sind frei und gleich an Würde und Rechten geboren.). Dem schiitischen Rechtsgelehrten
Meṣbāḥ Yazdī zufolge hat Gott dem Menschen Würde verliehen und ihm damit Gnade erwiesen. Diese Würde sei
jedoch an die Erfüllung der Pflichten und an gute Taten gebunden. Wer Gott nicht diene, die göttlichen Gesetze
nicht befolge oder schlimme Verbrechen begehe, werde dadurch niedriger sein als ein Tier und gehe seiner Würde
verlustig. Offensichtlich sind solche Positionen kaum geeignet, einen übergreifenden Konsens in Hinblick auf die
Menschenrechte zu erzielen. Andererseits geben sie uns einen Einblick, wie intensiv sich einzelne Rechtsgelehrte
und Wissenschaftler*innen mit der AEM auseinandersetzen und in Abgrenzung dazu eine eigene iranischzwölferschiitische Position formulieren.

Poya, Abbas
Panel 73: Islamische Normativität im Spannungsverhältnis von Offenbarung und Vernunft

„Rationalistische“ Ethik bei Abu al-Hasan al-Mawardi (gest. 1058)
Der mittelalterliche schafiʿitische Rechtsgelehrte, al-Mawardi, ist insbesondere für seine staattheoretischen
Überlegungen in seinem Werk al-Ahkam as-sultaniyya bekannt. Er hat aber mit dem Buch Adab ad-dunya wa-d-din
ebenfalls ein grundlegendes Werk der islamischen Ethik vorgelegt, das bis in den 1950er Jahren in den ägyptischen
Schulen bzw. Hochschulen als Lehrbuch fungierte. Mit Blick auf al-Mawardis Ausführungen in diesem Buch wird in
dem Vortrag die Frage diskutiert, in wieweit die Ratio in seiner ethischen Argumentation eine Rolle spielt, und wo
al-Mawardi im Spannungsfeld zwischen den eher Text-zentrierten Aschʿariten und den als Rationalisten bekannten
Muʿtaziliten zu verorten ist.

Preckel, Claudia
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

“The Medicine prescribed and taught by Muhammad” – Prophetic Medicine (Tibb-e nabavi) in India
The last decade has witnessed a marked revival of "Prophetic Medicine" (Ṭibb-e nabawī)in the Muslim "healthscape" of India. Allegedly based on the advice and sayings of Muḥammad and his companions concerning food,
medicine and healing, its novel spread can be related both to the spread of global patterns of Salafī piety and to
the interest of many Muslim middle class groups in a truly Prophetic lifestyle. The paper discusses some recent
developments in the textual representation and advertising ofṬibb-e nabavīin India.

Ramm, Christoph
Panel 10: Moderne Transformationen: Die nahöstliche Sattelzeit | Becoming Modern: Conceptual transformations
in the Middle-Eastern saddle period

In Pursuit of Medeniyet– The Ottoman/Turkish Concept of Civilization
From the 19th century onwards the concept of civilization (medeniyet) has shaped the thinking of the Ottoman
and later Turkish elites and their attitude towards subjects and citizens. Tracing these historical developments, the
paper demonstrates how – from the reformers of the Tanzimatto the AKP – radical reformists and Islamic
conservatives likewise adopted the European model of civilization and transformed it into Ottoman and Turkish
ideas of civilization. A central element until today is a specific Ottoman/Turkish 'civilizing mission' targeting those
sections of the population that were identified as 'backward' and ‘uncivilized’

Reichmuth, Stefan
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

Repräsentationen des Propheten und präsentische Eschatologie im Islam
Wohl für die meisten Muslime war und ist die eschatologische Bedeutung des Propheten nicht auf seine Rolle als
Überbringer der definitiv abschließenden Offenbarung und als künftiger Fürsprecher für die Gläubigen am Tage
des Weltgerichtes beschränkt. Vielmehr erstreckt sie sich auch auf die jeweilige Gegenwart, in der der Prophet im
überlieferten Kanon seiner Aussprüche, in der Praxis der religiösen Pflichtenlehre, in Meditation und Traum wie
auch in der Segenssprechung unmittelbare Präsenz bis hin zur Vision gewinnen kann. Hierzu gehört ebenfalls, im
schiitischen wie im sunnitischen Islam, eine weithin anerkannte Rolle von Prophetennachfahren als
Repräsentanten prophetischer Gegenwart und Autorität, die einflussreiche religiöse Bewegungen und manchmal
auch Staaten gründeten. Der Prophet stand und steht damit erkennbar im Mittelpunkt einer präsentischen
Eschatologie, in der sich bis heute religiöse wie politische Heilsbedürfnisse und -erwartungen bündeln und die
besonders in Zeiten des Umbruchs den Anbruch der individuellen wie kollektiven "Rechtleitung" und "Rettung"
bereits in der Gegenwart zu verorten sucht. Die Bedeutung dieser präsentischen Eschatologie, die im
frühneuzeitlichen und modernen Islam offenbar an Gewicht gewonnen hat und die auch die Rolle der islamischen
Gemeinschaft (umma) als Heilsträger begründet, soll hier an verschiedenen Beispielen illustriert werden

Riedel, Dagmar
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

Hiding in Plain Sight: What Can Be Learned from Manuscripts of the Kitāb al-Shifāʾ by al-Qāḍī ʿIyāḍ (1083–1149)
In this talk I will present the codicological research project of my Marie Curie Fellowship at the CCHS-CSIC in Madrid.
Its starting point is the observation thatp opular works like ʿIyāḍ b. Mūsā's Kitāb al-Shifāʾ constitute what
ethnographers call an "inside-out" phenomenon. The well-known work of the important Maliki jurist and Almoravid
partisan continues to be published as one of the enduring Sunni bestsellers of literature about the Prophet. But
because the work is such a staple of pious Islamic literature, it does not seem to merit further scholarly attention,
as everything that can be said about the work is likely to have already been said somewhere. Against this backdrop,
my project pursues two goals: The first is to use the Kitāb al-shifāʾ as a test case for the methodological challenges
of how to study a work with an extraordinarily rich transmission history. The second goal is to explore the reception
of the Kitāb al-shifāʾ outside the Islamic West and the strongholds of Maliki Islam. My working assumption is that
the diachronic study of a work's reception provides insights into changing interpretations of the Kitāb al-shifāʾ
which, in turn, serve as indispensable safeguards against any facile explanation for the enduring attraction of an
early twelfth-century work of hadith scholarship in the early twenty-first century.
The project's foundation is a corpus of about 200 copies of the Kitāb al-Shifāʾ which originated between the late
1200s and 1900. This corpus constitutes a random sample, because it unites references that Maribel Fierro (CSIC)
and I have collected independently in the course of other research projects. As a random sample, the corpus does
not form a single "collection" or "archive" whose items were selected under a specific policy by an individual or
institution. In addition, the ontological status of the various Kitāb al-Shifāʾ copies varies considerably, since the
corpus includes extant manuscripts and printed versions as well as copies which cannot be linked to any known
extant artifact as nowadays they are only indirectly documented by mention in literary sources (e.g., reading lists
in a scholar's resume of their education; book inventories in legal documents) and finding aids (e.g., copy in the
French royal library mentioned in d'Herbelot's Bibliothèque orientale, 1st ed., Paris, 1697). The diversity of the
corpus" bibliographical, codicological, and prosopographical details makes it an ideal candidate for the application
of computational tools so that different visualizations, including timelines and mapping, can be used for reading
and interpreting the corpus in its entirety.

Rindermann, Sheryn
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Die Formation der Beiruter ḥauzāt ʿilmīya im Kontext schiitischer Mobilisierung
Mit seiner Unabhängigkeit 1943 tritt der Libanon in eine neue und zunehmend autonome Phase des NationBuilding, also der Konstruktion und Strukturierung nationaler Identität. Diese bleibt zunächst gezeichnet von der
französisch-kolonialen Interessens- und Identitätspolitik und der durch diese geprägten Macht- und
Teilhabekonstellationen. Die so entstandenen, dominierenden Narrative zeichnen auch den postkolonialen
Libanon als maronitische und sunnitische Nation in einem Spannungsfeld von libanesischem und pan-arabischem
Nationalismus. Doch wie positioniert sich die politisch, ökonomisch und kulturell marginalisierte schiitische
Gemeinschaft in diesem Gefüge, das sie von symbolischer Präsenz und struktureller Repräsentation ausschließt?
Schiitische Interaktion mit dem libanesischen Staat findet bis Ende der 1950er Jahre nur indirekt und durch
feudalherrschaftliche Strukturen (zuʿamā) oder Engagement in linken Parteien wie etwa in der Libanesischen
Kommunistischen Partei statt. Anhand von drei Fluchtlinien soll der Frage nachgegangen werden, wie sich die in
der zweiten Hälfte des 20. Jahrhunderts einsetzende Gründung von schiitischen theologischen Hochschulen
(ḥauzāt ʿilmīya) in Beirut vor diesem Hintergrund verorten lässt:
a- Engagierte (schiitische) Intellektuelle ʿulamāʾ zwischen revolutionärem Islamismus und dem Reframing der
Sozialen Frage;
b- Schiitische Identitätsdiskurse und Gegennarrative;
c- Gründung von schiitischen Institutionen und die Durchdringung der Gelehrsamkeit durch neue soziale Klassen.

Rizek, Ali Rida
Panel 13: Schia-Forschung: Neue Themen und Konzepte

Ḥasan and Ḥusayn in Qurʾān: Portrayals and Perceptions of Shīʿī Exegeses
The unquestionable veneration payed for the two beloved grandsons of the Prophet, Ḥasan and Ḥusayn, is well
attested in sources, memories and rituals of nearly all Muslim denominations. Unsurprisingly, these two figures
came to be subject of excessive shīʿī preoccupation that intersects with theological, legal and exegetical concerns.
This paper aims at examining the image(s) given to Ḥasan and Ḥusayn, in shīʿī exegeses of Qurʾān. It is based on a
survey of around 30 Qurʾanic verses that have been identified as alluding to the two Imāms and revealing some of
their virtues.
The research deals with the themes, functions and polemical discourses through which the portrayals of Ḥasan and
Ḥusayn came to be realized in a Qurʾanic context. It shows, furthermore, how the process of taʾwīl, as performed
in shīʿī sources, was able to perceive —and to some extant to reconcile with— differences, similarities and
commons between two distinctive experiences of Imāma.
The findings indicate that Ḥasan and Ḥusayn are not equally represented in the examined exegetical accounts.
Where the two Imāms are cited together, a comparison is sometimes drawn between the two and is more in favor
of Ḥusayn. In general, Ḥusayn is likely to be distinguished, exclusively, with key privileges noted in Qurʾanic verses
making him not only occupying a larger place in shīʿī tafsīr than his brother, but also ranked at apparently higher
level.

Rössler, Maren
Panel 59: Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Islamicate Societies: Law, Medicine and Literature

"Don't harm my body!" Women's Resistance against the Medicalization of their Reproductive Bodies in
Contemporary Oman
This paper discusses local ways in which married women of different age groups in Northern Oman express agency
and challenge power relations through actively resisting the medicalization of their bodies and sexuality during
reproductive health care. The presented findings draw on recent anthropological fieldwork in Northern Oman
(2016–2017) and are grounded on a mixed-method approach combining participant observation with quantitative
and qualitative data as well as the analysis of textual sources (legal texts, medical guidelines and brochures).
Since the oil boom and the state building process in 1970 the Sultanate of Oman has undergone rapid demographic,
social and economic changes. Official statistics of decreased child mortality, prevalence rates of hospital deliveries
and contraceptive use are commonly cited to proof the nation's developmental success. Oman, being the only GCCcountry with a national Family Planning Program, without doubt pays special care to mother and child health care.
This again is associated with the improved status of Omani women who would now be freed from the risk of
frequent pregnancies. However, contrary to these generalized conclusions female bodies in Oman like elsewhere
in the world also become increasingly governmentalized by medical regulations and health discourses, which
evokes individual resistance.
Challenging simplified assumptions of modernization theory this paper wants to investigate how married women
in Northern Oman of different generations and socio-economic backgrounds actively resist the increasing
medicalization of their bodies through various health institutions, trying to maintain control of their own bodies,
their sexuality and reproductive decisions. Through empirical case studies it will be shown why and in which ways
women resist medical advices, rules and regulations and how they position themselves in terms of current health
and religious discourses.
The interpretations of these forms of resistance will not be limited to the actor centred level but will take the wider
translocal economic, political and demographic transformations into consideration. Thus, the presented research
findings not only contribute to the growing field of medical anthropology in the Middle East but as well to theories
of social change and gender and will thus be of interest for an interdisciplinary audience.

Rubinstein-Shemer, Nesya

Ideology and Media: Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi as the Spiritual leader of the Struggle for Palestine
This presentation deals with the way that Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, who is considered the most popular and
influential scholar-preacher of our days, presents himself as the spiritual leader of the struggle for the liberation of
Palestine. The subject of Jihad in Palestine is a salient feature of Qaradawi's thought and is addressed frequently
in his books, sermons, websites, religious rulings etc. Aside with the ideological struggle against Israel's existence,
al-Qaradawi actively supports – Hamas, Islamic Jihad and the northern branch of the Islamic movement in Israel –
moral and financial support.
Organizations led by al-Qaradawi such as: "Al-Quds International Institution", "International Union of Muslim
scholars", "Charity Coalition" and "Waqf al-Umma" take an active part, while using the advantages of the media
and social networks in propaganda against the Jews and Israel. This lecture will portrait the figure of al-Qaradawi
in the context of the Israeli-Palestinian struggle and the mutual support relations between him and resistance
organizations, which struggle for the Palestinian cause.

Sabraa, Tarek

Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī (1284–1355) and his method of iftāʾ based on the manuscript Fatāwā al-Subkī
The talk intends to present Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī's (1284–1355) method of iftāʾ. He was the Qāḍī al-Quḍāt of
Damascus and the leader of a special intellectual school, opposing especially Ibn Taymīya in opinions on questions
of jurisprudence, ʿaqīda and other fields. Furthermore al-Subkī is being considered one of the few scholars who
were concerned with legal questions pertaining to awqāf on which he wrote several books.
The analysis of his method of iftāʾ will be mainly based on the manuscript Fatāwā al-Subkī. This collection had
survived in more than ten copies, comprising particularly fatāwā al-awqāf (40%) and fatāwā on different other
fields. Together with a detailed study on his life and school it reveals the processes behind his iftāʾ.
Therefore, the following questions will be touched: Who was Taqī al-Dīn al-Subkī? What were the fields of his work?
What was crucial to his special intellectual school? What is the content of Fatāwā al-Subkī? Why is this collection
important? What was his method of iftāʾ and what are the methodological differences compared to other scholars.
Focusing on these questions by studying al-Subkī's life, work and analysing the Fatāwā will trace a development of
al-Subkī's approach and methods between the beginning and the end of his scholarly life.
Talk presented in Arabic.

Saghaee, Neda

Ṭarīqa-yi Khāliṣ Muhammadiyya: Mystical Redefinition of Islam
The primary objective of this paper is to achieve clarity concerning certain concept of ṭarīqa-yi khāliṣ
Muhammadiyya ("pure Muhammadan path") that was elaborated by an Indian Sufi master Muhammad Naṣir
'Andalīb (d. 11721759). The ṭarīqa-yi khāliṣ Muhammadiyya is a mystical reinterpretation of Islam. It reconstructs
the community through a mystical approach in order to influence all aspects of society, from personal life to
politics. This ṭarīqa accentuates the need to return to a pristine Islam, reconcile Sufism and Sharia, and unify the
disparate Islamic sects through a revival of sharia, hadith and sunna. Aside from preserving Islam from heresy and
distortion, this ṭarīqa is an attempt to restore Muhammadan morality (khulq-i Muhammadī) and it looks to the
Prophet Muhammad as its paragon. Moreover, it represents the ideal Muslim community which is related to the
concept of ahl al-sunna wa al-jamā'a, that is the salaf or early Muslims, whose practices were exactly in accordance
with the path of the Prophet Muhammad. The paper attempts to address the question how 'Andalīb had an effect
on the process of developing a revitalized mystical redefinition of Islam. It studies how the orthodox perception of
the pure Muhammadan path towards Sufism works as a response to the vacuum that 'Andalīb feels was created
due to a lack of religiosity, morality and spirituality within the Muslim community in India.

Said, Yazid

Religion and the Cohesion of society in the Middle East: Reflections from Muhammad Hashim Kamali (b. 1944)
and J.N. Figgis (d. 1919)
In the light of many political and religious clouds hovering over the Middle East today, can one suggest that religious
figures may still have something to contribute to the cohesion and stability of Middle Eastern society? The Arab
world has always been a pluralist world and not a monochrome society. However, in light of the turmoil of the last
few years, scholars and politicians alike have been struggling with ideas and paradigms that could support the
cultural and socio-political behaviour of Middle Eastern societies. This paper will examine Muhammad Hashim
Kamali's understanding of the power and limits of the Islamic state and compare it with the early twentieth century
Christian political philosopher and Anglican priest, John Neville Figgis. Despite the difference in time, context and
imagination, they both relate to the political society as a cluster of smaller political communities negotiating with
each other under the umbrella of a system of arbitration. As religious practitioners themselves, one Christian and
one Muslim, they engage with questions of law, social contract, and state and society and provide answers that
are neither happy with a Western liberal/libertarian model, nor with a puritanical primitivist religious theocracy.
They might help us engage with a more creative role for religion today in the making of a cohesive pluralist Middle
East.

Sawai, Makoto

Spiritual Caliphate in Dawud Qaysari's Commentaries
Dawud Qaysari (d. 751/1350), scholar of Ibn ʿArabi's School, develops his own idea on spiritual authority through
absorbing Ibn ʿArabi's thought. In the introduction to Sharh Fusus al-hikam that is his commentary to Ibn ʿArabi's
Fusus al-hikam, Qaysari briefly summarizes Ibn ʿArabi's idea of prophethood and sainthood, and argues his idea on
sainthood in his introduction to Ibn al-Farid's al-Qasidah al-ta'iyyah. One who reaches the level of sainthood can
inherit roles of the prophet Muhammad. By holding the hidden knowledge of God instead of the prophet
Muhammad, saints are those who maintain the universe as the Perfect Man. Qaysari provides his original idea on
saints and their spiritual authority and governance based on Ibn ʿArabi's discussion.
In the last chapter of Sharh al-Qasidah al-ta'iyyah, Qaysari uses vicegerency or caliphate (khalifah) as a synonym
for sainthood. When he discusses the matter of certain people existing in the manifest and others in the hidden,
he argues that manifest knowledge given by intellects (ʿulamaʾ) is just one form of true knowledge. Despite the
fact that they only have half the knowledge, he argues that it is important to actively follow such individuals.
However, it is not the duty of people in the hidden to obey intellectuals. Because they are of the last understanding
(al-mafhumat al-akhar) and are of witness as the most intellectuals, they can judge in accordance with their own
knowledge.
Guiding people in the manifest, moreover, the vicegerent who knows the manifest and hidden can make various
judgments for problems in schools to reach consensus (ijmaʿ). This is because the vicegerent can judge problems
not through following the struggle (ijtihad) and opinions of manifest intellectuals (taqlid), but through the divine
witness bestowed from God. Because of their witness of oneness, one who reaches perfection belongs to the Real,
as does the Perfect Man.
By identifying vicegerency in this world as sainthood, Qaysari considers the saint to be a vicegerent who is brought
after the end of the specific legislative prophethood. There are two types of appearance of power: one is a miracle
(karamah) by saints, and the other is power by those who possess of powerful souls by inborn nature (fitrah). He
states about the latter that such power is judged good when it is used positively, but judged bad when used
negatively. Even about the former, miracle by saints, judgment depends on how their power is accepted by others.
Saints who have the hidden knowledge of God are ranked higher and considered masters of general people.
According to Qaysari, whether this hierarchy translates into literal power politically and religiously will depend on
their adaption to certain conditions, such as the political and religious rulers in place during their era. It may be
necessary whether a wayfarer is accepted as a "true" saint to the government even if he reaches the position of
spiritual authority.

Scharbrodt, Oliver
Panel 52: (Trans-) Regionalising Shia Islam

’Karbala in London’: the transnational dimension of European Shia Islam
In the last 30 years, London has emerged as the European and one of the major global hubs of transnational Twelver
Shia Islam. This paper draws a Shia map of London presenting different communities and their transnational
connections. While Shia Muslims in Britain constitute a minority within a minority, their presence is also
characterised by internal diversity, based on ethnic background, ideological orientation and class and social status.
Based on fieldwork conducted in London over a period of two years, the paper discusses some of the intracommunal cleavages and examines how intra-communal dynamics around clerical rivalries, attitudes towards Iran,
Sunni-Shia relations and modern Shii political thought are re-articulated in the urban diasporic space of London in
which these networks are located. Taking the examples of a number of Shia networks present in London, the paper
examines how these diasporic communities mediate between being conduits between diaspora and homeland and
representatives of Shia Islam in British society and what influence they exercise in shaping discourses and practices
of diasporic Twelver Shia communities across Europe.

Schenzle, Ruben

Andalusian Tolerance? Jews and their status in interreligious marriage
It has often been stated that the period of the Andalusian caliphate (ca. 929 – 1031 CE) had been an era of
interreligious tolerance and cultural blossom especially for the considerable Jewish community of that time. From
this point of view, the era of al-Andalus and its Muslim rule over vast parts of the Iberian Peninsula is likewise being
used as an allegorical pattern for Modern Europe and its struggle with intercultural harmonization.
But in many cases, this viewpoint neglects the underlying notion of the concept of tolerance as a way of dealing
with conflicts, as the German philosopher Rainer Forst has put it. Is the fact of cultural tolerance and bloom
identical with social tolerance in the given period? If the idea of a cooperative convivencia, that transcended
religious borders, shall be upheld, a closer look at actual moments of interreligious symbiosis is necessary.
One area, in which the tolerance of co-existence turned into a matter of conflict was in marital law rulings.
Considering sources of official rulings of Malikite jurisprudence in al-Andalus of that time, we find that Muslim
juridical scholars used their authority not only to react to interreligious marriages, but also to shape their social
impact more restrictively.

Sevruk, Dmitry

Mystifikation oder Versuch einer "Islamisierung" der drusischen Gemeinschaft?: Vier "neuentdeckte"
Handschriften der Drusen und das (gelöste) Problem ihrer Authentizität.
Im Frühling 1975 haben die religiösen Autoritäten der israelischen Drusen ein unerwartetes Geschenk bekommen:
der damals wohl einflussreichste drusische Führer Kamal Dschumblatt schickte ihnen zwei früher unbekannte
Handschriften, einen Teil des längst verlorenen Erbes, den er nach einer mühseligen Suche wieder entdeckt hätte.
Die Texte hießen "Aš-Šarīʿa ar-rūḥāniyya fī ʿulūm al-laṭīf wa al-basīṭ wa al-kaṯīf" (Das spirituelle Gesetz über die
Wissenschaften vom Subtilen, Einfachen und Dichten) und "Muṣḥaf al-munfarid bi-ḏātihi" (Schriftrolle des
Einzigartigen in seinem Wesen). Zusammen mit zwei anderen Handschriften – "Rasāʾil al-Hind" (Indische
Sendschreiben) und "Siǧill sarāʾir al-awwal wa al-āḫir" (Register der Geheimnisse/geheimer Gedanken des Ersten
und des Letzten), die ebenfalls von Dschumblatt entdeckt worden wären – gelten sie seit jener Zeit bei einem Teil
der drusischen Gemeinschaft als Bezugsquellen neben der kanonischen Schrift "die Sendschreiben der Weisheit".
Die eingehende textologische Analyze der Handschriften hat aber gezeigt, dass es sich in allen vier Fällen um
Fälschungen handelt, als wichtigste Grundlagen für deren Ausfertigung der Koran, die Bahai-Schriften (und vor
allem "Ketāb-e Īqān" (Buch der Gewissheit) von Bahaullah), einige Texte der Schiiten (z.B. "al-Qawl as-sadīd fī šarḥ
at-taǧrīd" verfasst vom Großayatollah Muhammad Schirasi) und einige mittelalterliche philosophische Aufsätze
benutzt wurden. Nachweisbar ist auch, dass die Handschriften zwischen 1966 und 1975 unter persönlicher
Beteiligung von Kamal Dschumblatt ausgefertigt worden sind. Die neuen Texte stellen aber keine Ergänzung zu den
kanonischen Schriften der Drusen dar, sondern schlagen eine vollkommen neue Lehre vor, die die drusische
Gemeinschaft als eine islamische Gemeinschaft einzuordnen ermöglicht, wobei der Islam als solcher auch
einigermaßen umgedacht wird. In diesem Zusammenhang lässt sich die Frage stellen, ob die "Entdeckung" der
neuen Handschriften durch Kamal Dschumblatt nicht ein Reformationsversuch der gesamten drusischen
Gemeinschaft war? Als Ziel eines solchen Versuchs lässt sich in erster Linie der Wunsch Dschumblatts vermuten,
die Rolle der drusischen Gemeinschaft im politischen Leben des Libanon zu verstärken und eigenen Einfluss auf
andere religiöse Gruppen des Landes zu verbreiten. Die "Entdeckung" der Handschriften hatte aber auch andere,
möglicherweise auch für Dschumblatt unerwartete Folgen: heutzutage gibt es im Süden Syriens, im drusischen
Gebiet der Provinz Suwaida, eine kleine Gemeinde, deren synkretische religiöse Lehre in erster Linie auf den neuen
Texten basiert.

Shanneik, Yafa
Panel 52: (Trans-) Regionalising Shia Islam

Performing the sacred among Shia in Kuwait: The Visualisation of Pain
After Imam Husain had been killed at the battle of Karbala and all the tents had been burned down, Shia believe
the remaining women and orphans were forced to walk on the hot ashes of the burned tents. In memory of this
particular mythico-historical account, some Shia perform a theatrical production of this event followed by the ritual
of mashy ʿala ’l-jamr ‘the walking on hot coal’. This paper – based on ethnographic research in Kuwait – examines
the commemoration of the death of Imam Husain through the theatrical production of what is referred to as
tashabih among various women-only ritual gatherings. The analysis in this paper focuses on the aspect of pain
understood as a trans-individual system of communication (Seremetakis 1998) which through the use of visual
performance mobilizes meaning and value. Here the individual and collective emotions that are generated and
their effect on the body play an important role: The emotional pain caused by the oral narration and the visual
performance of certain historical events are interwoven with the actual physical pain that is self-imposed through
the Shia ritual practice of mashy ‘ala al-jamr.

Sigalas, Nikos
Panel 10: Moderne Transformationen: Die nahöstliche Sattelzeit | Becoming Modern: Conceptual transformations
in the Middle-Eastern saddle period

Devlet and the State: The semantic changes of an old concept of authority
Dawla/devlet is a word used today in the Arab world, Turkey and a great number of Muslim countries as an
equivalent of the English word state. But when was this equivalence set? In oriental studies the translation of
dawla/devlet as "state" goes unquestioned for the entire Islamic history, from the origins to the present. Yet, it is
now common knowledge that the "State" (and its western European equivalents of "Staat", "État" etc.) was coined
at the turn of the 16th century. In my intervention I challenge the translation of devlet in early Ottoman chronicles
as "the State". Up to the first ottoman centuries, the "possession of devlet" (literally: a time of grate fortune) was
among the qualities attributed to the powerholders – or, by extension, to their lineages. It was mainly expressing
the charismatic/metaphysical claims of power, i.e. that a given powerholder, or his lineage, had been chosen by
God. As a result, the word meant also the chosen dynasty and/or the period of its rule. At the turn to the 18 th
century – together with many other shifts of terms related to power – the "devlet" was substantialized, starting to
mean the human community ruled by the powerholder to whom it was attributed. It is from that moment onwards
that equivalence between "devlet" and "the state" can be assumed. But this new usage is very limited for the 18th
century. Only few erudite men of exceptionally large knowledge used it in its new meaning. Significantly, from the
end of the 18th century, the "devlet" becomes locally attributed to the â'yân (important local magnates that
sometimes even contest the authority of the Sultan). But one would have to wait until the 19 th century to see
"devlet" meaning "the state" in the understanding of all peoples of the Empire, coming from all religious groups.
Then, from the Young-Turk period onwards, the "devlet" reached an extremely dense and highly emotive political
content, flirting with eschatology.
One last question is proposed to discussion: To what extend can the semantic shifts of "devlet", from metaphysical
charisma of the powerholder to secular – and at the same time, partially, eschatological – power within society, be
understood through the notion of Verweltlichung (Secularisation) as used by Karl Löwith?

Sinder, Rike

Die Spezialisierung des Rechtsgrundes (taḫṣīṣ al-ʿilla) als Vehikel der Systematisierung des islamischen Rechts
Gerne wird der istiḥsān auch heute noch mit dem Verdikt aš-Šāfiʿīs assoziiert, der in ihm nicht weniger als eine
Anmaßung göttlicher Rechtsetzungsprivilegien erblickt und ihn auf eine Manifestation des raʾy ohne schariatrechtlichen Hinweis (dalīl) reduziert hat. Hierbei wird übersehen, dass – nach zahlreichen
Systematisierungsversuchen nicht nur in der Ḥanafīya – schon im späten 6./12. und frühen 7./13. Jahrhundert die
Kritik am istiḥsān selbst in der Šāfiʿīya verblasste; stattdessen wandte man sich der Kritik der Spezialisierung des
Rechtsgrundes zu. Dieses Rechtsinstitut trat an die Stelle des istiḥsān; nicht zuletzt was seine Polarisierungswirkung
anbelangte. (Von al-Bāqillānī ist der Ausspruch überliefert, er zählte aš-Šāfiʿī nicht zu den uṣūlī, wenn sich
bestätigte, dass dieser auf die Spezialisierung des Rechtsgrundes rekurriert habe.) Bei der Spezialisierung des
Rechtsgrundes geht es um die Frage, ob im Rahmen eines istiḥsān ein offensichtlicher qiyās durch einen
verborgenen qiyās spezialisiert werden kann, indem Eigenschaften hinzutreten, die die ʿilla modifizieren. In
Umkehrung der epistemologischen Normenhierarchie der uṣūl al-fiqh, im Rahmen derer dem Offensichtlichen vor
dem Verborgenen Vorrang gebührt, geben zahlreiche uṣūlī in diesem Fall im Wege des istiḥsān dem verborgenen
qiyās den Vorzug.
Im Siegeszug des – durch die Spezialisierung des Rechtsgrundes teils rekonzeptualisierten – istiḥsān manifestiert
sich, so möchte ich darlegen, eine tiefgreifende Systematisierung des islamischen Rechtsdenkens überhaupt. Die
Ausrichtung auf den Zweck ermöglicht trotz Rückbindung an den Gesetzgeber die systemisch-teleologische
Restrukturierung der uṣūl al-fiqh: Das System des islamischen Rechts besteht danach aus verschiedenen
Rechtssätzen (aḥkām), deren (Einzel-)Zwecke (d.h. die ʿilal) im Wege der Analogie ausgedehnt werden. Weil die
einzelnen Analogien als Mittel zur Systemzweckverwirklichung, d.h. zur Verwirklichung des Telos der Offenbarung,
indes nur begrenzt taugen, sind sie im Rahmen der Spezialisierung des Rechtsgrundes nochmals ebendiesem Telos
anzupassen, indem die (Einzel-)Zwecke miteinander in Ausgleich gebracht und so auf das Telos des Systems hin
ausgerichtet werden.
Das Systemdenken, das schon in der Etablierung des qiyās gegen den Widerstand namentlich der Ẓāhirīya seinen
Ausgang nahm, bricht sich mit dieser Rekonzeptualisierung des istiḥsān vollends Bahn. Indem schließlich Ibn
Taimīya nur noch die ʿilla ṣaḥīḥa, d.h. den spezialisierten Rechtsgrund, als legitimen Zweck im schariat-rechtlichen
Sinne anerkennt, erhebt er die Einheit und Widerspruchsfreiheit des islamischen Rechts als System zum höchsten
Wert – ein Topos, der binnen weniger Jahrzehnte fast ungeteilten Zuspruch erhalten sollte.

Sturkenboom, Ilse
Panel 7: A ruler of character? The personality of rulers as a factor in 15th Century Aq- and Qaraqoyunlu Turkmen
court ceremonial

A Portrait of Pīr Būdāq?
In his Portraiture of 1991, Richard Brilliant defines portraits as "works of art, intentionally made of living or once
living people by artists, in a variety of media and for an audience." This and further (broad) definitions have allowed
scholars of Islamic art to understand some pre-modern paintings of people as being portraits, an art form that has
long been conceived of as restricted to Europe and Europe-inspired spheres. Frontispieces in manuscripts
dedicated to particular rulers play an important part in this identification process of the portrait in the Islamic
world. In Arab manuscripts and in later Timurid books, some royal figures depicted in frontispieces have been
identified with the princely patron of the manuscripts in question. The combination of the royal frontispiece with
the naming of the patron or recipient is decisive in these identifications, yet a certain verisimilitude, physiognomy,
and the engagement in particular activities contribute to them, too. The question arises whether this might work
the other way around as well: could facial features, representations of psychological characterises, and/or typical
activities represented in frontispieces lead to the attribution of a manuscript to a certain patron?
This paper investigates these questions in the scope of an illustrated manuscript copy of ʿAṭṭār's Persian Manṭiq alṬayr, which is dated to 857/1453, and at present inventoried as Orientali 40 in the Biblioteca Reale, Turin. The
frontispiece of this manuscript shows a typical princely though generic activity: the royal hunt. The style of the
frontispiece, the illustrative painting, and the illumination of this manuscript hint at a West-Iranian production.
Importantly, the manuscript's calligrapher, Naṣīr b. Ḥasan al-Makkī, is known to have been the scribe of an undated
copy of Rūmī's Mathnawī (Bodleian Library, Oxford, Elliott 251) as well. The latter manuscript is dedicated to Pīr
Būdāq, a Qaraqoyunlu princeand bibliophile who functioned as ruler over the cities Baghdad and Shiraz in the
period between 1448and 1466. It is this circumstantial evidence that provides the possibility to attribute the Turin
Manṭiq al-Ṭayr to Pīr Būdāq. What information might the representation of the hunting prince in the frontispiece
provide about Pīr Būdāq's rank, his physical and psychological characteristics? Can the identification of a portrait
of Pīr Būdāq be an aid to attribute further manuscripts to his patronage?

Suleiman, Farid
Panel 73: Islamische Normativität im Spannungsverhältnis von Offenbarung und Vernunft

Analogieschluss in der Theologie mit speziellem Fokus auf die Position Ibn Taymiyyas (gest. 1328)
Der geplante Beitrag bespricht die Anwendung von Analogieschlüssen (Sing.: qiyās) innerhalb der Theologie und
stellt dabei vor allem die Position Ibn Taymiyyas (gest. 728/1328) dar. Seine Ansichten werden dabei
ideengeschichtlich verortet und vor allem mit der Sicht der ašʿaritischen Schule kontrastiert. Bei den
Analogieverfahren werden Erkenntnisse, die auf Basis der Beobachtung der sichtbaren Welt gewonnen wurden,
auf Gott übertragen. Die frühe ašʿaritische Schule versuchte hiermit die Realität der Eigenschaften Gottes rational
zu beweisen. Auf der anderen Seite gingen die Ašʿariten jedoch von der absoluten Unvergleichbarkeit Gottes mit
der sichtbaren Welt aus. Spätestens ab der Generation al-Ǧuwaynīs (gest. 478/1085) wurde dies als
widersprüchlich angesehen und daher eine dezidiert qiyās-kritische Haltung vorgetragen. Der ašʿaritische Gelehrte
al-Āmidi (gest. 631/1233) schlug ein alternatives Beweisverfahren vor, welches jedoch, wie der Beitrag zeigen wird,
das Problem nicht löst, da es letztlich ebenso auf der Analogie zwischen Gott und der Schöpfung basiert. Ibn
Taymiyya übernimmt das Verfahren und baut es weiter aus. Da er nicht von der absoluten Unvergleichbarkeit
Gottes ausgeht, kann er sich dem genannten Problem entziehen. In dem Beitrag wird gezeigt werden, wie Ibn
Taymiyya mit diesem Verfahren zeigen möchte, dass Offenbarung und Vernunft sich gegenseitig stützen. In der
konkreten Anwendung des Verfahrens zeigen sich jedoch auch hier Inkonsistenzen und eine gewisse Willkür.

Teipen, Alfons

Foreigners, non-Arabs, and Jews in early biographies of Muhammad: a case-study in shifting Muslim
understandings of Islam and alterity
Question
Early biographies of Muhammad, such as the Sira of Ibn Ishaq (in the recension of Ibn Hisham), the Kitab al-Maghazi
of al-Waqidi, and the first two volumes of Ibn Sads Tabaqat appear on first sight to tell the same story about the
Life of Muhammad. However, upon closer inspection, subtle differences in narrative details, sequencing, and
repetition or omission of anecdotes (khabar) are discernible. Such differences are particularly evident in the
portrayal of the relationship between Arabs and foreigners, as well Muslims and Jews: were foreigners/non-Arabs
more cultured than Arabs, or were Arabs the more sophisticated people? Were Jews of Medina Muhammads allies,
or the allies of Muhammads nemesis? Did Muhammad die a natural death, or was he poisoned by a Jewish woman?
Methods
A careful, comparative reading of the earliest biographies demonstrates that each author answers these questions
differently. Utilizing methods developed in biblical studies, particularly drawing on scholarship about the synoptic
problem, will enable us to understand these nuances. For far too long approaches to these texts have been guided
by a diatessaron approach that harmonizes these differences into a homogenous narrative. Critically analyzing
these texts with particular attention to minor differences in the narration allows us to see the multiplicity of
interpretations of the life of Muhammad.
Results
Differences in the early biographies of Muhammad reflect shifting relationships between Arabs and non-Arabs
under late Umayyad and early Abbasid reign. They also show how nascent Islam and Jewish communities were
impacted by changing demographics and fluctuating polemics between competing interests of the late 8th and
early 9th centuries. Specifically, biographies of the 9th century are recuperating a pride in an Arab heritage (Drory),
a heritage that had been ridiculed by earlier accounts, and they are responding to what Sydney Griffith calls the
New- Jew motive: while early Muslims were challenged by Christian apologetic discourse as new Jews, later
biographers of Muhammad distance their prophet from Judaism, recycling Christian apologetic accusations against
Judaism for their own apologetic purposes.
Conclusions
Early biographies of Muhammad do not produce a single, unified portrayal of Muhammad and early Islam. Rather,
subtle differences between these early narratives are reflections of developing dynamics of nascent Islam. Instead
of seeing such variances as a weakness of the early historiographical record of Islam, such differences deserve to
be appreciated as witnesses – not of the history they purport to portray, but rather as reflections of the times in
which they were composed, as they contain valuable information about the development and changes of Muslim
understanding of religion and Arabs in the 8th and 9th centuries.

Thielmann, Jörn
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

Der Prophet als Rollenmodell und Orientierungspunkt im zeitgenössischen Deutschland
Islamische Traditionen, die mit spezifischen Räumen und personalen Beziehungen verbunden sind, werden unter
den Bedingungen der Moderne aufgesprengt. Internationale ebenso wie Binnenmigration mischen sie auf globaler
wie lokaler Ebene völlig neu zusammen oder brechen sie ab. Diese Prozesse hinterlassen ihre Spuren in
individuellen wie kollektiven Biographien und Frömmigkeitskulturen. Das Vorbild des Propheten wird so für viele
Muslime neu zum Orientierungspunkt und Rollenmodell, weit jenseits der sogenannten salafistischen
Bewegungen. Dies soll anhand einiger Beispiele aus Deutschland verdeutlicht werden.

Tolino, Serena
Panel 59: Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Islamicate Societies: Law, Medicine and Literature.

Going Beyond the Gender Binary in Islamic Law: Ambiguity as a Key for Categorization.
As historiographical analysis has demonstrated, not only gender, but also sex are historically and socially
constructed concepts. Starting from this assumption, and accepting Joan Scott's invitation to consider “man” and
“woman” as both “empty and overflowing categories. Empty because they have no ultimate, transcendent
meaning. Overflowing because even when they appear to be fixed, they still contain within them alternative,
denied, or suppressed definitions”, in this paper I try to understand how these "empty" concepts were constructed
in classical Islamic Law (9th to 13th century).
As it is already known, classical Islamic Law assumed several differences between men and women in regards to
duties and rights. Even though we know very much about these differences, we know much less about how Muslim
jurists categorised an individual as a man or as a woman: indeed, Muslim jurists mostly considered this as a matter
of fact, and did not feel the need to explain it. Nevertheless, it is still possible to understand more about the
construction of this “binary” if we use ambiguity as a key of analysis: paradoxically, looking at those categories that
went beyond a clear and strict "gender binary", that were somehow "ambiguous" (ej. hermaphrodites, eunuchs,
effeminate men, masculine women etc.), we can better grasp what characteristics were attributed to men and
women in classical Islamic Law.

Tölke, Stephan

Islamic secular politics before the secular? Ḥazm as defining concept of empiricism-based statecraft
Ibn Nubāta al-Miṣrī's (1287–1366) Fürstenspiegel Sulūk duwal al-mulūk bears witness to an aspect of his literary
legacy which to this day has been largely neglected by scholars studying political thought in the Islamic world. This
comes as a surprise, as he was one of the first Islamic political theorists who, in his conception of "ideal rule",
shifted from a theocentric to an anthropocentric model. In his treatise, which is part of a long tradition of mirrors
for princes, Ibn Nubāta breaks with the basic motif of the moral and pious ruler. The novelty of his approach
towards politics lies in his almost exclusive drawing upon on the empiricism-based concept of ḥazm, revealing a
mind-set that would be best described in modern terms as secular. This is done so overtly that one would expect
his contemporaries and later generations to have refuted, or at least criticised, his political views, but nothing of
the sort is known. This leads us to the central question of this paper: Can we speak of secular political thought in
the pre-modern Islamic world, before the rise of secularism?
Before answering this question, a close examination of Ibn Nubāta's Fürstenspiegel is in order. By exploring the
treatise's general conception of 'ideal rule', I will attempt to answer the following questions: How is an 'ideal ruler'
described and legitimized? What role does religion play in this conception and how can its relation to the empirical
concept of ḥazm be defined?

Trepesch, Elisabeth

Women’s bodies as a site for negotiating professional identity and modernity: the debates about female
circumcision in Egypt, 1940–1960
Debates about female circumcision in Egypt date back to at least the first decades of the 20 thcentury. While more
recent developments have been the focus of extensive research, these early accounts have not received any
scholarly attention so far. The paper therefore sheds light on the period between 1940 and 1960 which witnessed
a major controversy about the legitimacy of female circumcision among Egyptian doctors, religious scholars, and
intellectuals in the Egyptian press.
Doctors called for an end of female circumcision from the 1940s onward mainly because of its negative effects on
women’s health and sexual pleasure. Depicting the practice as a predominantly rural phenomenon, their criticism
particularly targeted traditional midwives (dayas) for their unskilled and dangerous way of circumcising girls. These
doctors were part of an emerging secular male medical elite that benefited from the Egyptianization of medical
education in the 1920s and claimed the right to perform any kind of surgery, including circumcision, exclusively for
themselves. By favouring a partial ban and medicalization of female circumcision, they negotiated their
professional space against both female traditional health practitioners and religious scholars. The latter, on the
other hand, tried to preserve what they regarded as part of their traditional field of expertise, namely the Islamic
legal tradition. No matter whether they supported female circumcision or not, they framed the question of its
legitimacy primarily as a religious issue and allowed medical aspects to be taken into consideration only after
deciding on its Islamic legal status.
The paper therefore argues that in these early debates, what was at stake was not primarily women’s sexual and
bodily integrity. Rather, women’s bodies became a site for negotiating what it meant to be “modern”, and for
negotiating the authority of secular vs. religious knowledge. The debates therefore can be regarded as part of
broader discourses in mid-20thcentury Egyptian society that focused on the rural and female population whose
reform and uplifting was deemed necessary to create the modern Egyptian nation.

Vimercati Sanseverino, Ruggiero
Panel 83: Der Prophet Muḥammad in Früher Neuzeit und Moderne: Repräsentation und Vergegenwärtigung

Hadithüberlieferung und Vergegenwärtigung des Propheten im Shifā von al-Qāḍī ʿIyāḍ (1083–1149)
Zu Beginn seiner bekannten Abhandlung der Hadithwissenschaften erörtert der marokkanisch-andalusische
Gelehrte al-Qāḍī ʿIyāḍ die Bedeutung der Hadithüberlieferung für die Lage der islamischen Gemeinde. Der Hadith,
so der Autor, sei der Garant gegen die Entfremdung des Islams im Zuge politischer Umwälzungen und
konfessioneller Fragmentierung. Die Frage, inwiefern der Hadithüberlieferung diese entscheidende Rolle
zukommen kann, beantwortet Qāḍī ʿIyāḍ in seinem berühmtesten Werk, dem „Buch der Heilung durch die
Anerkennung der Rechte des Auserwählten“, bekannt als al-Shifā, einem Standardwerk sunnitischer
Prophetologie, in dem die persönliche Beziehung des Gläubigen zur Gestalt des Propheten Muhammad als
heilsnotwendig dargestellt wird.

von Doetinchem de Rande, Raissa
Panel 31: Certainty and Ambiguity in Modern Islam

One Nature Reformed? Certainty, Ambiguity, and Legal Change in Shāh Walī Allāh´s Vision of Fiṭra
Shāh WalīAllāh stood at a threshold in the history of Islamic thought. Often viewed as one of the last
representatives of premodern Islam, later interpreters, such as Muḥammad Iqbāl, stress his identity as a reformer.
It is the goal of my paper to demonstrate his ability to transcend a sharp division between pre-modern and modern
Islam by making room for the ambiguities of the present within religious demands for certainty.
Developing a comprehensive cosmological vision in the first part of his Ḥujjat Allāh, the issue that particularly
concerned him was a practical and essentially legal one: how to allow for what seemed a justified variety of local
customs within a stiffer religious framework that asserts the oneness of humanity and religion. The answer, as I
will argue, was to hold onto a single, pre-eternal human nature as sketched in the Qur'an; but one that can be
fulfilled through contingent means subject to the change and variation reflective of this world. Committed to the
certainty of the qur'anic image of humankind we see him make room for the reality of an ever-increasing ambiguity
in the lives of particular communities.
WalīAllāh's unique and influential balancing act on the brink of modernity thus explores the panel's interest in
Shahab Ahmed's vision of the modern Islamic project as a 'downsizing': neither opening the floodgates by
abandoning traditional assertions, nor demoting the demands and realities of social change. Instead the Shāh
empowers the possibilities of legal reform and epistemic variety while holding onto a clearly circumscribed vision
of human origin and destiny.

Weineck, Benjamin
Panel 52: (Trans-) Regionalising Shia Islam

Shiis, Alevis, and the ahl al-bayt: Denominational Boundaries and Common Discourses among Islamicate
Traditions in Germany
The plurality and heterogeneity of the various Muslim denominations in Germany (and wider Europe) has gained
increasing recognition by both scholarship and politics. It has been observed that central organizing and unifying
principles of Muslim communities either articulate and constitute their community via national or ethnic modes of
belonging on the one hand, or focus on their common belonging to a universally understood version of ‘Islam’
transgressing social, ethnic as well as political boundaries on the other. Against this backdrop, this paper focuses
on Shii and Alevi communities in Germany referring to the “people of the house” (ar.: ahl al-bayt, tr.: ehl-i beyt) as
their specific idea of Islam and as a common marker of identity. While visions of ahl al-bayt Islam have received
considerable scholarly attention for historical contexts in the Ottoman Empire or for characterizing contemporary
religious practices in Central Asia, it has yet remained out of focus for contemporary European contexts. This paper,
therefore, seeks to describe and analyze the practices and discourses aligned to articulations of ahl al-bayt Islam,
which reconciles differences in belief and practice among Shiis and Alevis on the one hand and likewise emphasizes
kinship as an important common aspect of belonging on the other. By doing so, the paper tries to grasp the complex
processes of drawing national and ethnic boundaries in their relation to common practices and ideas of kinship in
constituting contemporary islamicate subjectivities.

Yosef, Koby

Funerary Practices, Sīdīs, and Asbāṭ: Cognate Lines, Family and Dynasty during the Circassian Period of the
Mamluk Sultanate (1382–1517)
Many studies have been dedicated to funerary complexes (mausoleums, or turbas) in the Mamluk Sultanate (1250–
1517). Most of these studies, however, focused on Architectural or artistic aspects. Some studies touched upon
the religious, social, economic or political functions of the turbas during the Mamluk Sultanate. Politically,
theturbas are mainly seen as monuments for commemorating the ruling elite, and for legitimizing rulers by
projection of continuity (mainly links between masters and their manumitted slaves), power, patronage and piety
(including feminine).
Funerary practices, and more specifically, funerary arrangements or "funerary strategies", that reflect structures
or perceptions of family and dynasty has received much less attention. Hani Hamza, using the endowment deed
(waqfiyya) of the turba of the Mamluk historian Ibn Taghrī Birdī (d. 1470), examined the burial arrangements and
family relations of one elite family. More broadly, Julien Loiseau has examined funerary strategies of Mamluk
sultans throughout the period of the Sultanate as part of their "dynastic project". Loiseau, however, focuses mainly
on male members of the royal family, and gives less attention to funerary arrangements of female members of the
royal families, and no attention at all to funerary arrangements of royal in-laws.
An examination of funerary arrangements of female members of royal families and royal in-laws reveal a sharp
transformation of funerary practices that occurred during the Ciracassian period of the Sultanate (the so-called
Burjī period, 1382–1517). The changes in the funerary arrangements are connected to changes in the definition of
the asyād (royal descendants) and a growing importance of descendants in a cognate line (asbāṭ). All these changes
reflect a transformation in the structure or perception of family and dynasty during the Circassian period, and an
increase in the importance of cognate lines that counterbalanced the decline of the agnate lines and the nuclear
biological family that can be detected during the Circassian period of the Mamluk Sultanate.

Zarrabi-Zadeh, Saeed

The Construction of the Image of Sufism in the Euro-American Sphere since the Late Eighteenth Century
As the major mystical trend of Islam, Sufism has enjoyed an increasing presence in the West over the last two and
a half centuries. Entering the Occident initially by means of literature in the late eighteenth century, it has expanded
its domain as a living praxis since the turn of, and intensified its visibility and influence since the second half of, the
twentieth century. The current paper explores this longstanding presence by means of dividing it into four
chronological phases: (a) early literary Sufism (ca. 1770‒1900); (b) universalistic Sufism (ca. 1900‒1960); (c)
syncretic New Age Sufism (ca. 1960‒1975); and (d) re-orthodoxized Sufism (ca. 1975‒the present). Through
contextualizing this trajectory against the background of the modern West, the paper then seeks to demonstrate
how such presence, and the appeal of Sufism to Westerners, occurred chiefly during periods of intense self-critique
of hegemonic modern culture within the Euro-American milieu, and how such simultaneity affected the image of
Sufism in the West. It is explained that the first phase of Sufi presence in the West, starting from around the turn
of the nineteenth century, coincided with the appearance of counter-Enlightenment movements such as
Romanticism, which questioned the Age of Reason and its cornerstones, including rationality, materialism and
scientism. Sufism was thus seen as a part of the spiritual traditions of the Orient constituting the "mystical other"
in contrast to the "modern self". The second phase took place during another swell of criticism against modernity
in the first half of the twentieth century, when counter-modern trends such as the universalistic Traditionalist
School set out announcing the crisis of, and the need for a revolt against, the modern world. Sufism, in its
perennialist version, played a significant role at this time in constructing a novel alternative discourse in the West.
Finally, the third and fourth phases occurred in an age when modern principles were the object of the most severe
critiques yet and the currents challenging modernity moved from margin to centre. The advocates of
postmodernity then spoke of the end of modernity and the commencement of a distinct epoch after the modern
period. In such an atmosphere, Sufism, in both its New Age and "orthodox" variants, was an active component on
the palette of Eastern spiritualities that reinforced the re-sacralisation of Western discourse. As a result, the paper
concludes that the dominant image of Sufism constructed since the second half of the eighteenth century in the
West incorporates the critique of modern culture and participation in the re-enchantment of the world, the latter
being placed opposite to die Entzauberung der Welt, seen as a hallmark of modernity.

Zemmin, Florian
Panel 10: Moderne Transformationen: Die nahöstliche Sattelzeit | Becoming Modern: Conceptual transformations
in the Middle-Eastern saddle period

Konzeptuelle Instabilität im Übergang zur modernen Ordnung. Die variierende Konzeptionalisierung von
Gesellschaft in der Zeitschrift al-Manar (Kairo, 1898–1940).
It is characteristic of modernity that people conceive of their social affairs as ordered in and by society. Whilst the
evolution of the idea of society and the term ‘society’ is well-researched in Europe, it remains an open question
how both evolved within the Arabic context. First estimations as to when the contemporary Arabic term for society,
mujtamaʿ, became established vary between 1870 and 1930. For its supposed predecessor, al-hayʾa al-ijtimāʿiyya
(the social body), we only know about its most prominent usages by secular-leaning Christian authors in the second
half of the 19th and the first decades of the 20th centuries.

This paper departs from a comprehensive analysis of both mujtamaʿ and al-hayʾa al-ijtimāʿiyya in the mouthpiece
of Islamic modernism, the journal al-Manar(Cairo, 1898–1940). I show that ‘society’ was already the dominant
meaning of mujtamaʿ in the journal’s first issue. However, both mujtamaʿ and al-hayʾa al-ijtimāʿiyyawere used
most prominently in reprints of articles from secular and liberal journals and in translations of European works.
The regular contributors to al-Manar in turn avoided both terms to conceptualize the modern idea of society.
Instead, they, and especially the journal’s editor Rashid Rida, expressed central aspects of that idea with the term
umma. This notably is not to say that umma came to mean ‘society,’ and I will point out major differences between
both terms. More significantly though, I argue that by employing the classical Islamic term umma to conceptualize
an Islamically informed variant of the modern concept of society, Rida gave voice to his Islamic variation of
modernity. Overall then, in the Arabic Saddle Period, to be provisionally dated between 1860 and 1940, no single
term was yet established to conceptualize the idea of society, and actors tried to voice their differing visions of
modernity by expressing that idea from within their respective discursive tradition.

